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PADUCAH DAILY  REGISTER. 
Standard, Est. April, 1884.
Register, Eel May, 1896.
ELECTION ECHOES
McClellan's Majority in
New York a Bare One.
MACHINE'S ROUT-
IN PHILADELPHIA
The Reports from Tuesday's Con-
tests Beginning to Show Up
in More Detail.
DEMOCRATS SURPRISED
BY SOME VICTORIES
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 8.—It seems
that Paul C. Barth, he democratic
nominee, defeated J. T. O'Neal, the
fusionid candidate ,by a majority of
about 3.000. The democrats elected
their entire ticket with the exception
of two legislative caisdidates, one of
these being John Lettere, an old-
time democratic war' horse.
In Ohio.
' Columbus, 0, Nov. 8.—John Pat-
thou, democrat, will be the next gov-
ernor of Ohio, and his party *moth
stet on the state ticket have also all
beep elected, according to the indica-
tions of precinct returns aad county
plurality fignees received here up to
ei o'clock. There seems DO ITI.S100
to doubt the succesie of the entire
democratic state ticket by at least a
eafe plurality, while Chairmao Garber
claims 36.00o plurality for Pattison
and the democratic ticket.
Both houses of the legielature will
be denvocraticothrh not hope oi the
republicans vanibbing with the report
that the Hamilton county delegation
was solidly democratic.
In San Francisco.
San Francisco, Nov. 8.—The Union
Labor party achieved an astonishing
triumph in yesterday's battle at the
polls. From the head of the- ticket
down to the eighteenth nominee for
supervisor every Union Labor candi-
date was elected, Mayor Eugene E.
Schmitz being returned to office for
a third term by a majority of ii,-
over John S. Partridge, the joint
nominee of the Republican and Dem-
ocratic parties. The remainder of
the candidates of the Scfimitz ticket
were elected by majorities ranging
frown 4,000 to 7,000.
In New York City.
New York, Nov. 8.—This city yes-
terday elected George B. McClellan,
the candidate of the Democratic par-
ty, mayor by a narrow margin over
William Randolph Hearst, the nomi-
nee of the Municipal Ownership
league. Twenty-six election districts
out of a total of 1,948 in Greater
New York are stile unreported. In
the districts reported McClain re-
ceived 225,22t votes, Hearst 222,06a
and Wm. M. Ivins, the Republican
candidate, 135,489, a plurality for Mc,
Clellan of 3,159.
William Travers Jerome, independe
eat candidate for district attorney,
'has a majority of 11,450 votes over
James W. Osborne, with only ten
precincts to hear from.
In Indianapolis.
Indianapolis, Ind, Nov 8.—Charles
A. Bookwaker, Republican, wat
eiected mayor of Indianapolis by a
plurality in the neighborhood of 1,20o.
In Rhode Island. •
Providence, R. 1., Nov. 8.—One
hundred andofifty-four voting dis-
tricts out of a total of t56 in the state
girt Geo. H: Utter nRep.), for rover-
.
nor, 3o,.325i.p.s.Stf. Garvin (Dens.),
AILOW-h- •-
"nneetate senate Peribatily win con-
tain 33 repnbilicane and 4 democrats,
and the house 6o republicans and ro
tletnhcrats. 
,
the propoeed constitutional an/end
mem favored by the' 'republicans and
providing for thenheision of the state
Into too assembly districts failed to
sweare the threnfifths vote necessary
for -Re adoption.
Elisha Doer , (Rep.) was elected
mayor of Providence by a plurality
.geout tow hoer Clarence A. Al-
drich (Dent). He will he the first
tepkblitent mayor of the city in eleven
yeasts. Mayor Patrick J. Boyle, of
Newport, heed of the city govern-
ment for mannyears, and democratic
candidate for rt-elltiore nog defeat-
ed by Robert C. C trell (Reis) by 50
Isobel. Democratic mayors were clios
en in Pawtucket, Woonsocket and
Central Falls,
In Nebraska.
Lincoln, Web., Nov. R.--Reports
(Continued On Fourth Page )
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SCHOOL MATTERS
MEETING LAST NIIIHT OF
THE: BOARD OF IEDU-
CATION.
Two Vacancies in Teacher )Corps Are
Filled--Still a Reduced Atndatioe
of Scholars :
At last night's sessiose of the
school board, in their assethely room
at the Washington Wilding on West
Broadway, Prof. Rudolph eras elect-
ed to take the position rim& vacant
by the resignation of,Mhatelna Bar-
nett, who had charge of 'the sixth
grade at the Washington, building.
The professor is from the county and
has been felling the .vacated place un-
til the board meeting so his election
could be made permanent lie is an
excellent insuructor and has given
eminent satisfaction.
The tru toes elected Miss Smith, of
Louisville. to take the tithe, grade
at the Washington building. Miss
Happy Newell has been in it'ltarge of
this grade in the departmental work,
but resigned her position two %svelte
ago. The. new instructor will arrive
here this afternoon ftom the Valls
City and take charge of the room to-
morrow morning. She comes hishly
Louie-Adele as being an able' e
recommended by the super
of u 
infed=
for of DIRK+ experience and
monthly report of Superin-
tendent Lieb shoers& that the attende
anew was not quite up to the average
on account of the starlet lever epi-
demic which struck the city some
weeks since. In connection with the
fever proposition the trustees adopted
e resolution which provides that any
child *filched with the fever, or ex-
posed its shall not be admitted back
into the wohools again for a period of
six weeks, and then must be accom-
panied with a cirtificate from some
eepatable physician stating that the
child is completely well or fumigated,
and there Mono dangler of speeedenet
the disease through reacherissiort of
the little one to the public buildings.
The quetion of suing the ciey goy
eminent for the school's portion of
the municipal back taxes entp post-
poned until next meeting 'because
Captain William H. Patterso0 coud
not be present to explain in. &tail to
the trustees the lengthy statifenen
lie got off the city' books showing
how much money Is beentoteected
from this source and put into'hhe pub
lac treesury. The schools are main-
tained by taxes collected front city
poverty, they getting a certain per-
centime,. When the taxes are not paid
by a certain date each year they he-
roine known es "back taxes" and nev-
er heretofore has the municipal gov-
ernment given the school board the
percentage the latter claim due them
trcnn beck taxes, this refuse; to pay
being based on the ground that the
trustee+ are not emit led to anything
but get their whole allowance from
the regular taxes. The trustees con-
totted Hendrick, Miller & Marbin
and these able attorneys are of the
opinion the school is due its propor-
tion of these back taxes also. The
trustee-a then otot Mr. Patterson to
go over the city books an& ascertain
how much was taken in through this
source and deposited in the public
treasury for five years back. They
cannot oeue further beck :thip five
years. es the laws outlaw g/al&rs old-
er than that. The trustees also claim
for the echoed treasury a drrthif per-
centage of fines and f*itea,.the
police court, and if the cosbin ac-
counts are not paid 41 be
brought for them.
Secretary eitcher, of the board, was
inetructed to confer with Chief Agnes
Coaling, of the police Soren regarding
the alleged illegal act of thf East Ten
ionise, company in burying a "dead
man" on the play grounds, of the
Washington building, and also putting
up guy wires that hang aroma& and en
danger the children.. A "dead man"
is a long log of wood or iron, placed
deep down into a hole and then cov-
ered with dirt. Running out from
same are guy wires attached to the
top of poles, to hoed them in solid
position. The telephone people asked
permission of Stint. Lieb to bury the
"dead man" under the play monde.
but this wee refused.. The t**.lione
employes then waited uritir- after
school hours and the superintendent
had deported from the building
placed their "dead man" anyhow.
The trustees granted Soot.' Lieb a
leave of absence for two days to at-
tend a tneetirig of a Southern educa-
tional association that gabirets Novem
bey oothi at Nashville, Tenn., and re-
main, in session until the following
day.
The hoard does not meet any more
before Thanksgiving Day, which oc-
•
LAD RESCUED
ACTRESSES SAVED DEWEY
TROUTMAN FROM
DEATH.
Misses Neff and Mandeville Surely
Deserve the Lifelong Thanks
of the Injured Boy.
Few people attending the "Winning
Girl" play at The Kentucky last even-
ing knew that only a few hours be-
fore two of the most beautiful and
talented members of the cast were
the heroines of quite an exciting in-
cident which consisted of rescuing a
seven-year old lad from underneath
the hoof, of a charging and, plunging
horse on Broadeeay at Fifth street.
They did so to the endangerment of
themselves, Set finally got the lad
•Tito the sidewalk and carried him
into Walker's drug store at that in-
tersection where thy helped dress
the painful injuries of the little fel-
low.
The two actresses were Misses
Pauline Neff, who played the part of
the "Governess" in the dream song
at the theater, and the other was
kiss _lone Mandeville, playing the
Florodora girl. They come of very
wealthy and distinguished northern
families, and are upon the stage to
satisfy an ambition for honors in the
histrionic world, both evidencing deep
learning and ability in addition to a
world of attractive hooks, seen on the
stage in such few instances. The two
young ladies were walking doPin
Broadway near Fifth street when
Dewey Troutman, a little lad of near
the Island creek bridge, came dash-
ing around the corner driving the
spirited horse of Dr. Jesse Gilbert,
the Mechanicsburg druggist. The
lad is hardly a handful himself and
could not control the horse very weft
In plunging around the beast jerked
the vehicle over against another wi
force enough to overturn same, o
shot the lad, and dropped right Mk
derneath the hoofs of the frightened
horse that continued plunging around
and charging, trying to disentangle
himself and the colliding rigs. Sev-
eral times the horse came near step.-
ping ow the little Troutnith boy, who
owes his life to the actress, as no
sooner had they seen the accident
an Miss Neff rushed from the side-
alk, and stooping beside the unruly
animal, and nearly under the over-
turning and dragging buggy, quickly
snatched the lad away, and with as-
sistance of her companion dragged
him to a place f safety on the walk.
The youngster was bleeding from his
head on which he alighted on the
hard pavement, and painfully gashed
same. The brave young ladies took
him inside the drug store, and there
helped to dress the boy.
Driver John Austin, of the patrol
wagon, came around to the drug
house and got Dewey, who was taken
to the city hall. The actresses seemed
deeply touched by the accident, and
interested in the lad, so they accoms
panied Troutman and the driver, to
headquarters and there saw that ar-
rangements were made to safely take
him home where he was later car-
ried.
After charging and plunging around
considerable, the horse finally got.
away and ran off, but was overtakes
in a block or two. It is miraculous
the lad was not trampled gto death,
'which So; ould have occurred but for
the timely arrival of Miss Neff and
her friend. They were so interested
in the incident that they took the lit-
tle fellow's name and intend writing
to see howohe is getting along. They
leave with their company this morn-
ing for Owensboro, where they play
tonight.
Dewey Troutman was made quite
noted lately while living with his
parents in St. !souls because of a
write-up of the St. Louis Post Dis-
patch, because of his runaway es-
capes, which, as detailed, are mar-
velous for their persistency and nov-
elty.
Refused New Trial.
Cincinnati, 0., Nov. 8.—The Unit-
e(( States circuit court of appeals re-
fused a new trial to Cassie L Chad-
wick yesterday.
Heber Matthews, editor of the Hart
ford (Ky.) Herald, has been declared
i are e ndsent to HoplcinsviRe. Ow-
1 
t
" teothe nature of his insanity it is
t light that he may soon recover.
. o 
•
curs November 30th, but as that is a
legal iholidPay the schools will be dis-
missed.
Conoiderable other routine biteiress
was transacted, but nothing of an im-
portant nature. The salaries of the
teacher* were allowed:1, accounts or-
dered paid, etc.
ceded). and Livingeton.
Judge Barry, as the democratic
amitsinee for representative from Mar
shin and Lyon counties, wins by a
haridaothe vote. His majmity in Mar
sleet was ',TOO.
In Trigg cottitty Henry R. Law-
rence was nominated for representa-
tive without opposition. The beano-
erode edurity ticket won by a major-
ity c4 yao.
It will take the official count in
Christian county to decide the con-
tests so close are the rano
In Caltoway the democratic ticket
was easily winners. Conn Linn, of
that counts, was ekceed state senator
Iron's the ilistrjet composed of Callo-
way, Lyon, Trigg and Caldwele.
the co tor county judge and P.
In F:} county Will Ntylor woni
T. Roper `Oen the contest for county
clerk. They were independents and
defeated the .dwringic retie nominees.
All the baltinice of the dinocratic tick
et was elected.
Ballard and Cathode counties each
elected the detr•ocrktfc tickets.
1
KILLED HIMSELF
AT HIS HOME
Samuel Warfield, Prominent Planter
of Tennessee Suicides.
Clarksville, Tenn., Nov. 8.--Sam-
uel Warfield, a prominent planter and
tobacco grower of Montgomery coun-
t). shot and killed himself at his
home, near St. Bethlehem, yesterday.
Mr. Warfield had worried muds lately
over the importunities of his friends,
members of the Dark Tobacco Plant-
ers Protective association, who
sought to induce him to become a
member. He held out, refusing to
join, but it is thought this preyed
upon his mind to the extent of caus-
ing a temporary aberration. Mr.
Warfield was a brother of Hon.
Charles P. Warfiekt, chief buyer for
the Protective association.
Mr. Warfield was at Clarksville
yesterday, and some of his friends
thought he appearett to be depressed;
in fact, he had for son 'time been
despondent. He had been married
just a year, and his family was in
good financial condition, and his wor-
ry over the tobacco situation is the
only thing to which 'his melancholy
efin be attributed.
Mr. Warfield killed himself by le,r-
ing down upon the floor and placing
a Acton under his chin and pulling
the trigger with his toe. His face
and part of the head was torn away.
MESSRS. SCOTT AND KOGER
PUT UP ONE ON HAR-
RISON STREET.
Collins Goes to Princeton to
Join Her Husband—Chadwick
Necklace to Be Shipped.
Contractor Mey Byrd will start
right away breaking ground for the
new warehouse building to be erected
at Ninth and Harrison streets, right
beside the building of Mr. Otie Over-
etrwet, who bought the place former-
ly occupied by Bradley brothers.
The new warehouse tc go up is for
Messrs. B. H. Scott and James Ko-
ger, who will use same for storage
purposes. It will be a one-story
frame and will coat about $2,500.
Locate in Princeton.
Mrs. Harry Collins has resigned
her position as stenographer at the
law office of Campbell and Campbell,
and shortly leaves for Princeton to
join her husband, who has leased the
city laundry of that place. Miss Ber-
tha Lensing takes the stenograrthic
place, which she occupied until she
resigned last winter.
Ship Necklace.
Tomorrow Jeweler John J. litleich
will express back to the Cleveland,
0., wholesale house the fine necklace
ef Mos. Lassie Chadwick, after ex-
hibiting same for the past few days
at his establishment on Broadway
near Third street. Today the valua-
ble piece of neckwear will again he
in the window and then sent htel! ho
the concern which loaned it to Mr.
Bleich for a few days.
Thousands have gazed upon same
and marvelled at its value and past
hinory.
FINLAND IS NOW
FULLY SATISFIED.
---
Complete Separation From Russia
Not Wanted Except by Radicals.
Paris, Nov. 8.—"Finiand is for the
moment satisfied," telegraphs Ebre
OFFICIAL COUNT
WILL HAVE TO BE AWAITED
FOR A COMPLETE
SHOWING.
Tuesday's Election in County Still
Doubt but as to Exact Figures
Only.
VOL 22, NO. 164
BUILD WAREHOUSEITHE MAYOR  JOKES
in Mrs,
The Register is without any addi-
tidnal returns to add to those given
of Tuesday's election in this county.
There were few showings, from the
county of the vote, brought in from
the missing voting places yesterday
which could be secured, the holders
or deliverer. of the poll boxes gener-
ally coming without any copies of the
certificates locked within.' Therefore
more definite figures cannot be given
today and an official count of the
votes will have,, to be awaited. This
official count The Register levee to
be able to give tomorrow, for the re-
turns will doubtless he fully aster-
twined today by the county election
commissioners. There in no hdoubt,
notwithstanding the idle. reports
heasej ii sonic parts of the cityyeater
dayt that the full democratic county
ticket W'AS elected by majorities rang-
ing from 150 to 500. The closest con
test was perhaps that for county
judge.
Results in Adjoining Counties.
It was definiately ascertained yes-
terdey that the 'intik" or fusion tick-
et Won in Livingston county, The
mid tnir precinct. though heretofore
reliably democratic, gave a majority
foh the fusion ticket, thus proving
the draw which broke the hopes of
the democrats. In Sitriehland the dem-
ocrats got as a crumb of comfort the
town marshal and two members of
the town cot...payee.
Graves county the regular demo-
cratic ticket won. The only cbatest
01 was that lor aberiff. The full
Skews that Brand, the nominee.
Cleated Alkock, the indeperedent,
463 votes.
The republican, carried Crittenden
county by an increased majority and
inn* -got the afriega and
Clark Mho leolltinfrla.
Defeated Councilmen at
Last Night's Session.
IT WAS A "GRUESOME"
QUESTION CLEARLY
Fall Report of the Actions of the
Board During Its Two
Hours Session,
SOME ORDERS MADE,
BILLS PASSED, ETC.
When President Ingram rapped for-
order in the council chamber last
evening he found all of the members
in their chairs.
The first matter brought up was by
•Nlayor Yeiser, who stated tb the
board that he understood an election
was 'held Tuesday, and that from
prospects he thought the present
members of the body who were care-
dieates would have to "pack their
:lad rage" the first of next year and
get out. With a twinkle in his eye,
the mayor asked the others if they
had heard anything of the landslide,
and all frankly acknowledged' they
did, and then gulped as if they had
taken a dose of bitter medicine.
which doubtless some got. After dis-
posing of that painful task, the mayor
entered upon official business.
The Paducah Box and Basket fac-
tory informed the council they had
been exempted from municipal taxes
for a period of five years, like accord-
ed all new industries locating here,
but that License Inspectoe Edwin
Rivers had informed the proprietors
they would have to pay a city li-
cense, The box factory people
thought their exemption included the
license aiso, and when this matter
was brought up the question was re-
ferred to the city solicitor and license
committee to see if they will have to
pay the license.
Many trees standing on silewalks
around the city now are Injured be-
cause people hitch their 'horses to
taill 1°r "Prellal s4e fnmn ongoo, in rono onnsanoeat ele withsticInse dles Finsisi oiribderh"Thallirs sam 
thereby pulling off the bark
the hitch-rein The board of
prophecy as to the course of events 'forks asked the council to adopt an
in his country, which was presented in ordinance preventing this hitchiag,
th dispatches last week, hoe been and the question was referred to theew 
completely realized.
"The concessions made by the czar
to the people of die grand dweby
all probability will bring entire paci-
fication," continues the telegram.
There are certain socialists and other
extremists who still declare that they
are unsatisfied. They demand com-
plete separation from Russia.
"This is going too far, for never in
the days of Bobrikoffh dictation did
there exid a separatist majority in
this country. The Finns understand
that their little nation of. 2,003,000
soul* cannot be altogether independ-
ent of Russia. Provided the yoke is
light, they are willing to wear it to
a certain extent fbr their own good.
Reconciliation wilt be perfect if it
shall be demonstrated in time that the
czar has recognized the wickedness
and peril of the old regime and bah
not merely yielded to the exigencies
o ik danger-ova eituation.
"Very little confidence of a sesticess
ful revolt either in Finland hr Poland
remoine in Paris, where the most se-
rious reports Lead only to the convic-
tion that the Russian revolution has
been practically .completed. Constan
tine Jabetzki. who has been in the
general charge of the Polish propa-
ganda in Paris during the past few
years. said to yottir correspondent this
morning that Poland would do wen
to make with Russia, if possible, the
same bargain that F'in'land has made,
and to try for nothing further,
rPoland," he said, "lies between Rio;
sia and Prussia. Of the two it likes
Prussia least If we try to brehk
loose entirely we are likely to begin,
another period of notional. martyrdom
All our efforts ought to be bent to
the task of forcing Russia', 'hand to
the extent that Finland has done."
The Polish cotony in Paris, how-
ever, letto little hope that such a corn-
rpaompratiairterio 2bo7 will be ranted to their
The New York legislative inetrance
committee is to resume today after
adjourning for the election. The body
is now to meet five days each week.
Ed H. Harriman, James H. Hyde and
other noted insurance magnates are
to be heard. It is thought that the
con mitbee will in another week get
through irwestigating the Mutual and
Metropolitan companies.
Berlin yesterday gave e grand wel-
come to Visitor King 'Alfonso, of
Spain.
pieblic improvement committee, to
which body was also handed the
board of works request that a line of
shade trees be placed alongside the
sidewalks of South Third, and make
a beautiful shaded boulevard of that
theiroughfare, which has just been re-
ninstrocted with paving brick.
Mayor Yeiser was ordered to buy
from Mrs. Sallie Mlorrow for Sloe a
strip of eightten feet of ground, 346
feet deep, so Husbands street can be
opened the proper width through the
hollow between Sixth and Fourth
streets.
The council concurred in the rec-
ommendation of the aldermen that
Mlarketmaster Frank Smedley be paid
$157.50 to settle the claim he has
against the municipality for salary
due him white serving as deputy city
jailer. The marketmaster while jail-
er was paid only $6o per month, when
the charter prescribes he should re-
ceive $75. When elected marketmas-
ter he vacated the jaitership job, and
brought suit for the difference be-
tween the pay he sainted have receiv-
ed and that which he did get while
deputy to the city jailer. The solici-
tor informied the hoards his claim was
a just one, and it is now paid.
Auditor Alexander Kirkland was
ordered to officially, in the name of
the city of Paducah, invite the gun-
boat Paducah to come here next
spring, when the Ohio and Missis-
sippi rivers are high enough to admit
of the craft coming up the streams
to this point. The invitation is :o
be sent to the secretary of the navy,
through whom the gunboat command-
er is directed.
The mayor brought npehe question
of the city helping to pay the ex-
penses of delegates to the Ohio Val-
ley Improvement association at
Cairo, the immigration and quaran-
tine convention at Chattanooga.
Tenn., and the Tennessee River Im-
provement assogiation. The council
did nothing toward making any:. al-
lowance, though.
Some weeks since the legislative
hoards enacted an ordinance provid-
ing. that Sowell street be graded and
graveled in Mlechanicsburg. City
Clerk Hienry Bailey gave the bi'l to
the mayor for his signature, and the
latter gentleman lost same. The may-
or then laid before the board a du-
'plicate ordinance which was given
first passage. As it provides the work
does 'not start until January 1st,
(Continued on Fifth Page.)
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-CIRCUIT COURT
DAMAGE SUIT OF. TOWNSEND
VS. GAINES WAS WON BY
BY'L-ATTER.
-Tht Insurance Rebate Suit Will Get
Isto Court Apparently—Other
• , t ' j :
• ts Notes.
In the circuit court yeetealy there
was taken up the Sto,oaci damage suit
'Elenoie ToWneend, 'of this city,
agaii.nes. Noel Gaiues, ç .Frankfort,
- 
The juty heard the-evidence and
arguments and then brought in a ver-
dict for the defendant.
Gaines was here during the Augu.t
'elkida•Inpffff The stare militia Its
Wallace park, and was the inspector-
general for the grounds, his duties
bdng tosee that everything was kept
clean and tidy around the place. One
day while making ls rounds he came
upon the :tand maintained by a civila
ian and ordered him to clean it up.
Townsend was eitting there arid laugh
ed at the order to clean up. This
Witched the dignity of Gaines and a
war of word, ensued, with the result
that the inepector-general had a squad
of bayoneted soldiers to take Town-
send to the guardhouse where he wa:
kept from ti o'clock in the morning
until 3 o'clock in the afternoon. de-
spite the fact he wassa civilian and
riot susoeptible to .military orders.
Gaines claims everything inside the
camp ground was in his charge.
Townsend sued for $to,000 damages,
hut the jury gave him nothing. •
 
•
Other Cases.
The attorneys for the plaintiff yes-
t erday . had dismissed, without preju-
dice the damage suit of A. N. Sears,
administrator of J. W. Moretield, vs,
the Mergenthaler-Horton l3askeet taps
tory of Mlechanic burg.
Morefield was employed around the.
factory and one day fieD1 into a vat of
Lot eater used for soaking logs. He
(!.ed, and, the estate sued for $13,000
damages, but now dismisses the pro-
.ceding. •
In the. suti of the courrnotiweaith of
Kentucky against the Interstate In-
society, the court ordered
D• tuzgiA James Nagel. to produCe in
t tent the policy' for Sto,000 issued on
his life by the company. The 'coin-
monwealth claims the company's
agent gave rebates in issting
tit sto Nagel and others, and thereby
violated the State law providing foe a
$soo fine for rebating. The Court
wanted th see the polity and ordered
that df Nagel', produced.
• Gny H Brier*. a hwyer coming
down here to help Noel Gaines in his
suit. was admitted to practice at the
focal bar.
Wife Wins Allowance.
In the vorce suit of Put num vs.
Pererm, it was ordered that the wife
''be plaid $ias° per month until fitreher
orders Of the cdurt, while. the &lend-
•'' is to have pease Kiva of the fam-
ily residence.
A c.00tinuance was granted in the
suit of Herntion-GateS company ys-
• M. Livingston, for` the value of some
' good's plaintiff mid defendant.
f The plaintiff was atovrect to with-
draw sonic notes arnong, the papers
isrthe Mrit of Hughes vs Temple. He
•Withdiaws the notee, looking towards
.-,tlement being effected, hut if it
it the nines are to be lodged
it.
An attachmeitt was sustained in the
fent of Win Hubbard against Percy
Kelley.
-- —
Wants New Trial.
The plaintiff asked for a new• trial
the fuit.of Geonge C. Wallace Vs.
E. W. Berry. Plaintiff lost and -is
represented lay Charley Wheeler. .It
is a controversy regarding the posses
!don of the Wallace horse that Berry
bought and nur red bnck to health
The court gave the animal to Berry.
There was lodged a statement show
ing the plaintiff had to pay $2o to
the Olive cangs, Woodmen of thr•
World. for Charles Emery, in the
suit. of the National Surety company
againet Charles W. Emery. Emery
was clerk of the camp and the plain-
tiff was on his bend and ha to make
good money the camp claimed Emery
was Shnct.
Henry A. Pettey. and. James Kessler
were excused from further service on
the petit jtiry and M. V. Cherry aml
Andy Clark substituted.
Up Today.
The proceedings set for today are
Urey Young vs. Illinois Central, and
McGee vs. Padvcaft City Railway
Company.
The jury brought in a verdict for
the defendant in the suit of B. C. Ru-
dolph against the Padtrcalt City Rail-
way company.. • Rudolph claimed a
car struck his vehicle on Broadway
and damaged same.
'By Belginm's Sunday law, sthich
will gri into effect' July Ts next, 'Sue-
dtty 4abor will be ferhielden in al in.
Anstrial and cornimercial enterpriser;
except sea, canal and river transport.
fishing and hawking and peddling.
Only members of an employer's
family living with him, or his domes
tics, may work more than six ("aye
per week, and his weekiry day of rest
is to be &nifty
 mamas •••••••••••••••0 
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EAPECTING WORD BIG RALLY
HON. HAL CORBETT EXPECTS
SOME WORD FROM
NEW MADRID.
Ex Parte Suit Docketed at Frankfort
by City Solicitor—Business of
Codrt Circles.
Hon. Hal Corbett is (laity expect-
ing some word from City Marshal
Richards, of 'New Madrid, M9., and
the municipal authorities of that City
regarding what action they took on
the counter proposition the Paducah
lawyer made them, :after the people
of that place' offered-to.-coutorsamist.
The big damage suit Captain Frank
Farnslay intends filing against the
marshal and city for false arrett and
imprisonment. :When Mr. Corbett
and his client went to New ;Madrid
last week to file the suits against the
public officials, the latter offered
(:arptain Farrslay so much money to
compromise the matter. For the cap-
tain Mr. Corbett made a counter prop
oeition, and this via - to have been
considered Monday night by the New I
Madrid COuncl. Mr. Corbett is now
expecting word saying what they did
with the matter.
Transcript Filed.
Yesterday at Frankfort, Ky., City
Solicitor James Campbell, Jr., lodged
the papers the appeal be took on
the ex parte suit he filed before
Judge Reed in the circuit cenert here,
the solicitor claiming the ordinances
and order, of the municipal iegiela-
dye beards were invalid where they
authorized reconstruction of Jeffer-
son street and Kentucky avenue.
Jtxige Reed decided against the solic-
itor, who carries the action higher.
He will return tonight from the state
capital.
Closed Up.
Sheriff Lee Potter yesterday closed
up the eigara, tobacco and pool room
es ta r Cement of Taylor 0. Fisher
on Broadway .near Fourth street.
Last week judgment was given
against him for $127.92 in favor of
the A. •Kiefer drag establishment, and
on failing to pay this sum the place
was closed up. Fisher is now prepar-
ing to file a petition in bankruptcy.
and will din :so thie meirning, his
silts:44k of liabilities and assets now
Ming made out. He owes about $2,-
000, but 'it CalinOt be 'told what the as-
sets' ate' not* the,•are *stet'. He .was
only recently ordered by Referee
ragby, of the bankrupt court, to pay
$,- se into that court to he* pay the
debts of Ms former Int-Mess partner,
Henry Grace, who also was forced
into bankreptcy.
WHICH DEMOCRATS OF LIV-
INGSTON COUNTY DID
NOT HAVE.
Cannon, Roman Candles, Skyrockets,
Etc., Were Ordered for the Big
Demonaration.
11; t
About the best joke of the season
,it that regarding the Smithland and
Livingston county electiOn. The dem
ocrats were so sure of winning that
Tuesday they telepheniedi Mr. Frank
Wagoner, of this city, to come up
yesterday with .his steamboat Charles
ins the big cannon. used' here 
on political occasions, and also come
well sti?plied with skyrockets, Roman
candle/ and all manner of explosives
so the Smithland people could prop-
erly oelebrate the democratic .victory
which the enthusiasts expected. The
arrangements with Captain Wagoner
were made- by Dr. Fred G. LaRue, but
yesterday morning he received word
.not to come as the "mule ticket" had
gone through and left the rkanocrats
,out in the snow.
I 'The "mole ticket" was composed
of fusionists who defeated the
ring democrats its the contest for pure
government.
Yesterday Mr., Guy Gibbs, who was
the democratic nominee for county
assessor of Livingston county, arrived
here and Deft last night for Arkansas,
where next Monday he commences
teaching school there. His friends
here twitted him yesterday, stating
they believed he was headed for Salt
river, after his defeat, but he contend-
ed he had already arranged to go to
Real Estate of Hissing.
Today Referee Bagby, of the bank-
rtmt court, veil+ take op the question
of authorising Trustee Arthur Martin,
of the Dr. H T. Hethig bankrupt pfó
meeting, to sell some of Henig's real
estate to pay off hie debts.
Yesterday 'the referee hewed evi-
dence and arguments in the bankrupt
case of W. T. Keeling, of Marshall
county.
Movements of Lawyers.
Hon Jahn x, Hendrick returned
efesterday from Smrthland, where he
went and voted Tuesday.
Lavisfer Thomas Crier Nvi H return
-today from St. Lollis, where he went
liegui business.
Lawyers J. S. Ross and Cecil 'Reed
*ill not be able to get away 'antil
next aseir Dor Atlanta, Ga and einn-
ingtaat, Ala., to wine) up the business
of the branch offices maintained 'there
by the People's Home PSI ethesing
company.
Lawyer Mike and (korge Oliver
leave today foe Frankfort, Ky.,
where tomorrow they appear before
the appelate court to argue 'several
important law suits they have pend-
ing before that body.
SEES THE NAVAL ACADEMY.
Prince Louis Sees All There Is to Be
Seen at Annapolis.
Annapolis, Md., Nov. S.—ear Aeh
miral Prince Louis, of Battenberg.
under the guidance of Rear Admiral
Sands, superintendent of the Naval
Academy. made a there:erg+ inspection
of the academy yesterday. He was
accompanied by his personal staff.
"I want to :see everything there is
to he *seen about the. acacleiny," said
the prince, and his wien was carried
ota to the letter.
SWEPT BY A FIERCE TYPHOON
Over 2,000 Buildings and Steamer
Are Destroyed in Japan.
Tolcio, Nov. 8—A typhoon which
took place yesterday, Nov. 7, has
wrought exterisive devastation in he
prenitice of Oshima; and in the: iS-
lande• adjacent thereto. Over 02,000
buildings harm been destroyed, and a
steamer, it is said. has been wrecked.
No Doss of life I* reported.
I
Arkansas before the electiors, if de- I
fester', and now that the "mule tick-I
Iet" kicked he and others out of the
box, he was gone for good. -
IBITULITHIC PEOPLE STARTED
THE WORK YESTERDAY I
MORNING.
The Jefferson Street and Kentucky
Avenue Work Will Not Be
Started This Year.
Yesterday morning Superintendent
Nichoks, of the bituiithic concern of
Nashville, commenced repairing the
rusitaesoup We places where that ma-
'il'tiveth used for reconstrucung
Bnoseivray Ibetweico Fifth and Ninth .
streets. He started at Smth and
tBroadwey 
and at present ie working
on the block extending down to Fifth
street.
Mr. Nichols arrived Tuesday from
113irminglIsm, Ala., where his coin-
lpany is putting down some streets of
this character. When the bituitthic
people completed the Broadway work
lase wiatee, they left here their te-
pairing outfit, but carried the remain-
der of their machinery and other ef-
fects to distant citiet where they
have contracts. Superintendent Nich
ols believes he will get finished by
tomorrow ail the repairing to be dome
here.
At a large number of places in the
,treet the . !lambaste has sunk some
inches and woruout at other points.
until i3 presents an unusUally bad
sight. use old is torn up and replac-
ed with new material, which is then
rolled compact by the street roller
Contract(* Bridges loaned the bitu-
lithie people for this purpose. Bridges
is the man doing the paving work on
Third street and also on Kentucky
avenue and Jefferson street.
Superineendent Nichols yesterday
?grated they would not start the 1,101-
i:ethic work on Kentucky avenue and
Jefferson street this fall, if they could
possibly get out of it. The composi-
tion tered for reconstructing streets
under their contrectS,. cannot be put
down during chilly weather with any
effective results. He claims this is
the reason so many bad places appear
on Broadway, iyhik others contend
the bitulithic is not good for this pens
peed, 'IA ;town iby the work *en- '
many cities.
NOT A FINAL JUDGMENT.
I
-"Sure, I hear ye're a 'happy father, ,Lady—Don't you know
Pat." 1 barking dog never bites?
"Then yez haven't heard. but half av l Tramp--Yes, but how
it. I'm two av Aim. tree twisty"— know all of a sodden rotas.,
Cleveland Leader. quit harleine--Detroit Pi
Refuses to Hear Argument in Suit
Against State.
Waehing-ton. Nov. 8.—The supreme
down of the United Stases yenterdny
reirtsed' to bear argument in the case
of the Citisesw/, National bank, of Dan
vilk, Ky., vs, the Mate of Kentucky,
be-canse the.dooision of the Kentucky
court of apoetils in the ease yeas n0i
a Anal judgment. It will be neeressarY
to consestete the care in the Kentneky
eoints before the supreme costs will
Mee attention to it. The proceeding
sac inetitteted by the mate to erdsree
erillectiori'of taxes under the -Kee
tucky statute of reteol proriding for
the texatirm of hank 'shares.
The bank contends that the law is
UneOnItietiti0n01.
that
I to
met
•
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MONUMENT t
ON THE LIBRARY LAWN WILL
BE TO MEMORY OF
ALL..
Bas-'Relief and Sketch of General
Tilghman and Colonel Thomp- ,
- iron on Sides at Base. :-
dCA , e ( 11
,
The James T. Walbert camp. of
Conlederite -"VeteranS, and' the ' loeil
Datsghters of 1.tlic• Confederacy, have
arranged -that the monument to be
erected here on the library lawn, will
be an affair in memory of different
people =et 'bodies, and not for the
southern women alone. .
It Iv The Sittnntiorrof the Veterans
and daughters to put up a monu-
ment to cost not less than Pomo°,
and thereby be a great honor not
only to the .southern cause, btit to
the city as walk i
It has been decided that a huge
granite 'base shall upbold the, monu-
ment. On one side of this base will
be a has-relief of General Lloyd
Tilginnan, svlho started out from Pa-
ducah during the civil war as a cap-
tain and had risen to the rank of
general when he fell in the great
battle of Vicksburg. Mrs. Louise
:1faxwell at the meeting of the daregh-
ters chapter Tuesday was instructed
to write to the family of the general
and get a Sketch of 'his life, also- a
likeness, so the bas-relief can be
Made.
On the opposite side of the base
will be a bas-relief of Colonel A. R.
Thompson, the distinguished Pune
cahan, who got shot to pieces right
Where the Riverside hospital now
stande, on Fourth and Clay streets.
During wartimes that was the fort,
which was .captured by 'the Yankies
and held in their possession. Col-
onel Thompson stormed 'the place in
futile efforts to take same, and' met
death under a .volley of bullets, lie
dismounted his horse daring the fight
and left the animal in charge of Mr.
loseph L'Iman, now' cil this ty.- who
was a privete. The colonel in ad-
vancing on foot was killed.
On the other side ef the granite
monument base will be a sketch, to
the rnevnOry of all. Confederate sol-
diers, and then ,on the last side of the
base will be an inscription to the loy-
alty of southern women.
1 The Doughters and Veterans aregradually getting their work pre-pared to start the campaign for
funds, and will shortly begin visit-
ing the public at large to get sub-
scriptions.1
, A
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
•
If your elumbing is out
of date, the members of your
househa are constantly risking their
halth. Defective plumbing generates
piiii4oargisigistvier gases whit:fa-pollute
opiq and çztiqs he!? hit bc
• • 11.4( e•trir
,
r 1 iite4 '
t 1 r it,
tisreltitine thelcha o_ your
plutnbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary Ozturei macle ,
rl•ls ''S' •Staadinireilatlis tinliOne-Pietiitiisiiiies. Cikii.ifindinneci
I ,:.fi,i_t , Moticin name Fumbles", gag free upon apolicatiou.
'I'll e 
E. D. HANNAN,
, 
Plumber
NEW "THANKSGIVING, TIME"
. .
Come or( let's write a poem on the
glad Thankgiving time.
You get the thoughts together, ann
I'll work thm us to
Get somthing new, oriel. al. 'es
tilink is gnat,
For .enerything f know l's-e said.
Come on,, it's getting late.
Omit the crop.' ors bosun/nom, the
turkeys good and fat;
The cheistnut stuffing, pumpkin, pie
and wore-out, stuff like that
Tell not about reunion* of the family
• and kin;
Don't speak about the poor, and. say,
lon't 'work the newsboy in.
Let', have• no lines on giving titanics
for what the yeat has brought,
Nor recapitulate the tale* hovr *Pt
forrfathcr- fought,
And show theyscanse from .far and
near with rifles, thus insured
With game to show their thankfel-
nes, *round the yearly board
Tell not 0,1 days. • with eyes *Tiny
when you and 4 were young
And al, the mores in rmither'e way
*round the kitchen hung '
And sampled all the food things.
railings, sandy, nuts and figs,'
Nor how she knell), Smiled land called
tie "naamma' s precious *pi*?
And, over all. don't speak about the
football games that day.
Nor dwell upon the rooters as they
'cheer each, long 'haired jay.
Don't tell about the vacant chair of
- 
-who salsose-to --rose% - - -
And when he gavelled the '.turkey
came hotfooting it back home.
Invent some brand new tfloughte that
have as yet escaped the light.
It's easy, if you •reart in now. And
. Don't Worry with the rhyme:
III! fix that tip, and thee we'll ha* a
new "11?arikcgiving "[Ink."
Walter P. Neff.
FATAL FIGHT IN
GREEN COUNTY
One Man Killed and Two. Wounded
During Difficulty.
,
Greensburg, ,Nov. th-
.•; et:431 .Ichl 3 • • :`,3:•f3,- Usil pre-
r:11Ct in this county, J I Durretestiest
and killed Elijah Warren in, a fight
between Warren and his son on one
side and Durrett on the other, The
fight originated over an olsl. trouble.
I The parties met at the voting, place,
a and the fight came up Durrett was
shot twice and Warren's on once.
Durrett and Warren's son will re.
covet. MI part* concerned are
Dern/aerate andt-thet at the election.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first Oasis Job by an
expert Iworkman? If you do take
It to
John ). "Reich, leweler.
24 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
L-1; CO I_ I LSO ,
...P
' Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5 Broadway.
sneimisemmieseWin
•
)„ I
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO le.
Of Padue-ah, ICentuclgy,
Capital and Surplus $15S,000
BD P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CUL1N CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Para
(ler cent per.,annuna on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in hrs
proof vault for rent at is to Sio per year as to sure. Ycu carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
•
For Vaults, Monuments sad General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purpoeessas it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS uS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT 
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, tfroo TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
•
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best. accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
•
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorptirsaid.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Yachinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P.O. Fitzpatrick, Supt
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANQE
Acc:de. • ' . Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - Re-sficience Phone 726
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Subscribe For The Register
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• tICK BENEFIT HOBSON HELD
It 
SILAS JOHNSON SUED GREAT CASE GOES TO GRAND JURY
EASTERN CASUALTY CHARGING HIM WITH
Merit Manufacturing Company Sued Ellis Drane, Colored, Waived Exam-
American Express Company and illation of Charge of Snatching
Others—Deeds Recorded.
COMPANY. CUTTING.
Operaglasses.
(St,
Yesterday in Judge Lightfoot's
court there was filed a suit by Silas
H. Johnson against the Great East-
ern Casualty and Indemnity com-
pany for $51. Plaintiff says that dur-
ing May, 1905, •he took out a policy
in defendant company, wherein the
concern agreed to pay 'him $300 in
case of accident, and $30 per month
during sickness. He took ill with ma-
larial fever July agth and remained,
confined until September 21st. He
then put in his claim to the company
and charges they refused to pay him.
Goods Lost,
The Merit lsilanufacturing .s.ompanY
of Mayfield filed suit in the same
court against the American Express
company, Fowler Wharfboat com-
pany, and Saunders Fowler, for $9.
The plaintiff forwarded to F. hf. Free-
man, of Adanoille, Tem., a package
of goods. He consigned them to the
American Express company, which
brought the goods from Mayfield to
here, and turned them over to the
wharfboat people for forwarding. The
plaintiff claims the goods were lost
ind that they were never reimbursed
by the defendants in whose care it
'rested when it disappeared.
Deeds Recorded.
Property lying out in the county
has been sold by Robert Ely to C.
W. Cousin, for $7s. and the deed filed
for record with the county clerk yes-
t ersfay.
George Duncan transferred to Finis
'Allison for Stg13, property lying in1
the town of Ragland, in the codillY
Licensed to Wed.
Marriage licenses were issued by
the clerk to the followirrg parties: S.
E. likibhard, aged 30, and Olive Tuck-
er, aged 21, Of dill city; Clarence
Golden. aged 26. and May Bond, aged
24, of the county.
A colored couple procuring a li-
cense was Archer Whtkins, aged 36,
and Jerdie Dawson, aged as, of the
city
ARE COMING
. MANY FIE A.DIJUSTERS NOW IN
THE CITY ON BUS-
INESS.
te
Some One to Settle Losses, While
Some Come to Setlle Losses, While
Othersibre Here on Their Peri-
odical Visits.
The insurance adjusters 'have com-
menced dropping into the city to set-
tle up the kisses incurred during the
fires of the past few days, and they
will be here until the last of the week
working on them.
'Me. Verner Kline, of the Niagara,
is here, he having insuramof on the
heading department of the Cooper-
age company in Miechanicsburg. Mr.
John Smith is here for the Hamburg-
Bremen, and has policies on Lang-
staff-Orrne's saw mill. L. B. Mason,
of the Aetna, has arrived. He has
policies on Langstaff-Oruie's, and
also on the Union Central hotel build-
ing at Eleventh and Broadway. Cap-
tain Mioss, representative of the Na-
tional, comes to Re ttl e his part of the
hotel loss, also.
Two other adjusters are in the
city, they being Albert Lindsey, of
the Hartford, and J. W. Powell, of
the Armenia. Neither though are in-
terested in the fires.
Ordinarily in settling big losses the
adjusters regret to see such huge
at paid out, but as relsards the
taff-Orme loss they a:1 seem to
little anxious to pay the firm
notnething,' because they realize these
,aoill people 'have paid the insurance
"-companies something like ,too,000 in
. premiums during their existence, and
they have no kick whatever in this
line. The insurance companies al-
ways look upon this plant as the most
profitable woodworking establish-
Iishment they insure the country
•over, more an becanve never before
in its history hap it sustained a fire.
It was stated yesterday that Mr.
Langstaff had leased the old Rigles-
berger saw Mild on South Third street
to do their sawing until something
was decided on regarding the bernedIday
night about 13 o'clock. it was4e mill. but President George Lang-1
a new frame home and was worth'staff yesterday said this Was a mi,- I about .$96o, and was a total loss.take
I
The grocery store of Clint Stokes,
on the south edge of town, burned
last night at 12 o'clock. The fire
is supposed to Kave originated fromBig a bad this. The building is a totali
' loss, as is also the stock ni grocer-
ies.
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 8.—The I The storehouse is a barge two-storystate attorney general has filed suit essire • 'forme's; of modent build,ageism certain corporations for a
• owned by Frank McClain, ad was
For thirty years it has been helping
women to be strong, curing backache,
nervousness, kidney troubles, all uter-
ine and ovarian inflammation, weak-
ness and diapleaementa, regulatipg
menstruation perfectly and overe-
tug its pains. It has also proved itself
bond. 
for childbirthInvaluable in prep
told theclaange
Tema—The Mat volitne of untee
y of which fromattirgeniti.O
inatkm and was held to the grand 1 11 the Pirink 1.:11jury . on the charge of snatching the I time published by permission, give ab-opera glasses froth the hands of Miss solute evidence el the value of LydiaElla Sanders at Ninth and Broadway, E. Pinkham's VegetableCompoandand
while ttie young lady and her mother Illra. Pinkham'a eav,iee•
were returning home after the per-1 Fotorra.—Every ailing woman in the
formance of the "Rajah of Rhone," United States is naked to accept the
the theater. Judge Sanders is the following invitation. It Is free, will
father of the youag lady and had at- life.
'you health and may save your
ranged for a special judge to try the Mr*. Pinkham's Standing Invitationproceeding, but Ss Dreele wanted to toWomen.--Women suffering from any
waive examination_ and no triad neces form of female weakness are invited toisary, he was allowed to plead and be promptly communicate with Mrs. Pink-
held over. •. at Lynn, Mass all letters are
Until today. was continued the ramdby wouninveg"Penedcomb,„ prom• readigssartpdsoanamis
 
given,housebreaking charge against Queenie your troiable may be located avd theRay, colored, when she was arraign- qtdelmst and unrest way of recovery
cd before the court. she is the &Joey advised. Out of the vast volume of ex.
caught in the house of John B. Ter- rriew=1* arestinfalemale ill° Id"'
reit on Waithington street. the very knowl.
' edge thiserwlatto your cam. Surely,Until tonwirtna was continued the any woman, zeolite , is very foolish
case charging John Mute, colored, if she does not advantage of this
with breaking into the house of an- isastroosofierassioleass.
Yesterday morning in the police
court these was taken up the charge
Of malicioire costing against 'John B.
Hobson, who stabbed Captain Joe
Wood several weeks ago on Legal
Row. In the evidence Capt. Wood
swore he only slapped Hobson and
did not knock him down, when the
latter stepped off a minute and heturn
ing stabbed him. He was, corroborat-
ed by his little son Charles, while
Hobsion swore the captain did knock
him down and he cut the other for
self-protection. Judgc Sanders their
dismissed the inalitions cutting war-
rant and sobstiteted it with one charg
ing Hobson vh cutting in suddieh
heat and passion.. The accused was
then held to the circuit court grand
jury •and released on executing $200
Four Facts For
Sick Women
To Considez
Lydia H. Plaihara's Vegetable Compound
Has an Unequalled Record of Cures—
Mrs. Vinkkairs's Advice Is Confiden-
tial, Free, and isluxtrs Helpful
Fourr.—That almost every operation
in our hospitals performed upon women
becomes necessary through neglect of
such isymptoma as backache, irregular
and painful menstruation, leucorrhosa,
displacements of the uterus, pain in
the side, burning sensation in the stom-
ach, bearing-down pains, nervousness,
'dizziness and sleeplessness.
&EcOND.--The medicine that holds
the record for the- largestnumber of
absolute dhres of ale ills is Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
It regulates, strengthens and cures
dilemma ,of the female organism as
nothing else can.
Ellis Drane, colored, waived exam- 'Jolted and filrat 
Laboratory 
oful testimonials on e
other darky and stealing some arti-
cles.
John Norville was fined $to for
flouribing a revolver, while the
drunk and disorderly case against
him was 
 
 
dismissed.
There was dismissed the two cases
charging Tom Catlett with gambling.
The petty &atoms, charge against
Will Pool isms continued until today.
L'ntil Satin*" was contissued the
warrants chmegIng Warner Williams
and Witi Citildeest% colored, with
sweating falsely.
Tub Shannon, coloned, was :resign
ed cm the charge of shooting Will
Sharp, colored, eigtheen. months ago
at Ninth and Jefferson velvet*. The
case Wal` 0111 tl nue until tliefilirT OW .
The grand larcerey charge against
Henry Ctschnan went over until to-
morrow.
There was left open until today the
warrant charging Charles Meadows
with grand larceny.
James Word was fined $1 and the
costs for being drunk
There was dismissed the petty lar-
ceny charge against FA Reed.
Tom Bueb and Lizrie Jones, color-
ed, were dismissed of the immoral
charge against them.
Eu:ah Brown and Henry Davis,
white, wren arraigned on an irmnoeal
charge, and dismissed. The man was
then fined $25 and sent to jail for
ten days for carrying concealed we-a-
pons. •
A fine of 115 wail aseessed against
Ellis MeKane for disorderly conduct.
PAIRS OF EACH.
Two Fires and Two Marriages* and
Two Babies.
1 CORPORATIONS ARE SUED
Arkansas Asks $7,000,000 from
Packing Concerns.
maximum aggregate penalty of $7,-
edta00o. The companies stied are the
Armour Pa-ing company, AentimIr
& Co., Swift ik ca., and the Ctidahy
rackiag c,ompartys
.5 a
4
(Mayfield Monitor. 76.)
Born to the wife of Louis E. West,
near Vulton Greek Miondly morning,
twin boys.
Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock
Mss, Annie Whittemore, daughter of
Mrs. Mattie Whittemore, of Nord)
Seventh street, will become the
Sride °Vain Herbert Bruce, elf Birm-
ingham', Ala
S. E. Hubbard, residing a shbrt
distance south of town tcimbroow
goes to Lone Oak, McCracken coun-
ty, where 'he will be wedded to Mist
Olive Tucker, of Dexter. Mo. The
ceremony Will be 'performed at 2
&thick in --the afternoon, and the
bridal couple will go to Paducah.
where they ' will locate. Mr. Hub-
bard is an enterprising young farmer
and Miss Tucker is an accomplished
young lady. •
The dwelling of Mr. Irwin t M.
Beasley near Wingo, bunted Settee
valued at $1200, with Poo° inser-t
ance. The stock of groceries was
trained; at something near $a.000 and
there Was only•traoo Insurance pn it.
- LAYING RAILS
THE CAR COMPANY HAS THEM
DOWN FOR HALF A
BLOCK.
•
The New Wiring for Trolley and
Other Purposes Has Been Or-
dered for Improvements.
The street railway employes yester-
day began laying their new rails on
Kentucky avenue between Third and
Fourth streets and by evening time
had the rails down half way of the
block. Heretofore the avenue branch
of the car lint, extended from Fourth
to Second street, but no new track
will be put down to displace that
, taken up between Second and Third,
the car people having abandoned
that block. They just want the one
block of track from Fourth to Third
so it can be used as a belt line' con-
necting the main divisions that run
up Fourth and also Third.
The men of Contractor Bridges are
right along behind the street car
workmen, laying the concrete founda-
tion for the paving brick that are to
go in the street. The foundation has
been crnnpleted nearly all the way
ifrom First to Fourth.
I The new wire that is to be used
'for the trolleys, etc, by the street
'car company, has already been order-
ed, and as soon as it arrives the new
owners expect to commence putting
saint up, and thereby making the ov-
erhead work the finest possible
• 
A HUNDRED YEARS TO COMB
Oh! where will the birds that sing,
'A hundred years to cbmc?
The flowers that now in beauty
spring,
IA hundred years to comei
The rosy lip, the lofty/brow.
The heart that beats so gayly now?
Oh! where will be Love's beaming
eye, I.
Joy's pleasant smile and rrow's
sigh,
A 'hundred years to come?.
Who'llt press for good this crowded
street,
A hundred years to come?
Who'll (read,
, feet,
A hundred years to come?
Pale, trembling age and fiery youth,
And childhood with its brow of truth,
The rich and poor, on land and sea—
Where will the mighty millions be,
A hundred years to come?
Wk: all within our graves shall sleep,
A -hundred years to come.
No living sotil for us shall weep.
A hundred years-to come.
But other men our land will till,
And others then our streets shalt fill,
While other birds shall sing as gay,
As bright the sunshine as today,
A hundred, years to conic
- Goldsmith Brown.
you church with willing
The highest workmen's wages in
Berlin are paid tee masons, $1.90 to$oto a day for p:
NEW HARDWARE HMSE
Wo.have jiist opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Oran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick
-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our variedstock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South Znd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
OME CURIOS AND ODDITIES. dear," he said. "The Halloween num- IWHY CHILDREN ARE "BAD.";ber I thought you'd like it."
Here are some facts about women:1 "No, thank you" she answered.Japanese women gild their teeth, .".I've just seen the Flash Magazine.
In Greenland women paint their The advertisements, you know, arefacts blue and yellow, the same in both,"
• The women of Arabia stain their
fingers and toes red. The masseur' had just returned
In India the women of three high from Nubia, the birthplace of mas-
castes, paint their teeth black. sage. "I didn't learn as much as I
Borneo assinien dye else hair in fan- expected," he said, "but I got hold
tasmatic colors—pink, green, blue and of tysti movements that will eradicate
scarlet. wrinkle's and remove fat in an in-
A Hindpo •pr'.4:fe is anointed' from credible way.
head to foot *fah grease and saffron. "Nubia is a qpeer place. They have
In New Holland scars, made care- 98 Ilttle water there that they never
folly with shells, from elaborate pat- take baths. The hmasseh' or knead--
terns on the wornen's face. inks—who/ye our word massage—is
In slims South American tribes the the bath's substitute. You strip, lie
vonnenithaw the front teeth, esteem- down and are covered from head to
as an ornament the black gap :fcot with a cream truck of mutton
'Ito made. I fat, musk, sandalwood powder and cer
In . New Guinea the women wear :tam n plant jocks. Then you are
nose rings, piercing the nose in the kneaded; you are massaged. I
same fiendish way that civilized 'studied the Nubian movements thor-
women pierce the ears. mighty and learned, as I my, two
good things.
"The Nubians are a handsome and
queer race. They hunt elephants
with the sword. A hunter steals upon
a dozing ekphanit and slashes him in
the back of the leg ten eche: above
the hoof. This cm severs the artery
and the elephant bloods to death.
"They cook meat on hot stones.
First, they build a fire; then they put
big stones on it and when the stem b'measure, the distance ybu travel
are hat enough they clean them of ishows what you oVte et any minute.
You get a bill every day at the
lintel. This permits you to correct
any mistake at once. . se?
Women thine your shoeS, shave
you, cut your hair and even give you
a bath—unless you rebel.
Policemen salute the street car con-
ductors and are sainted by them.
A servant who brings you some-
thing says "So good." You say
"Tack" (thanks.)
You take off your hat when you
enter a shop and return the shop-
man's low bow.
Although drinking i common, one
"Cold weather make, fat turkey's,"
said the poulterer.
"Why?"
"Because in a warm fall the
ground keeps soft,, thevegetation
lingers on and the fields are full of
worms and bugs. What's the result
is that the turkeys from sunrise till
dark tramp the tempting field'son
king forages, eating the wortnes and
bugs, which thin them, and soak all
their soft and fine flesh Mto tough,
Loringy muscle.
"A cold fall, with early frosts and
snovel, freezes the ground and kills
the bugs. Then the turkeys are not
tempted to wander. They loaf in the
farm yard, gorge on abundance of
grain and put on flesh like a middle-
aged worms at a seashore hotel.
"But in a warm fall, hunting the ir-
resistible bug, the turkeys do their
fifteen or twenty miles regularly and
eebonte athletes. For athletic tur-
keys there is no public demand."
"This volums%' said the bibliophile,
"is a cento. It is composed of de-
tached sentencea taken from the
work Thackeray. It makes a
novel, sensible but short, and it was
composed in sewn years by a bed-
ridden baroness.
"The best known ciente is probably
the Empress Endoxia's 'Life of
Christ,' made entirely of lines from
Homer. Them is a similar life, com-
posed by Ross, that consists wholly
of detached lines from Vergil.
"Cent°, are often very valuable.
One compiled by Alexander Hamilton
from Milton's 'Paradise Lost' mold
not tong since for $5,000. The book
was a history of America."
An instructor at Vassar college has
an odd and interesting collection of
photographs—the photographs of the
babies of 4oung women whb are col-
lege graduates.
The babies in this collection are
strong am! beautifid. . They number
over aoo. The instructor said to
them:
"I began to collect pictures of the
children of female A. B.'s and A.
M.'s because, I had beard so much
talk about the higher eduisation un-•
fitting women for her natural sphere,
and so on.
"My collection proves that the
higher education makes mothers of
an excellence hitherto unknown.
Hig'hly educated women don't weaken
themselves with tight corsets, with
overmuch dancing and card-playing.
They are athietit and strong. Their
bodies, as well as their mineh are de-
veloped.
"They enter upon the duties of
motherhood with a unique - courage
and wisdom and strength and the re-
sult is thrat their babies are the big-
gest, strongest,. handsomest , little
creatures—"
She pointed toward the ,'no photo-
Krapilig. •
"But just lobk 'at those picteree,"
she cried. "Just look at them."
"Here is the Trait Magazipe, my
Because they ane•hungry or thirsty.
Bescauese they have been allowed to
overeat.
Because they have been given per-
nicious cheap sweets.
Because they -have not had proper
sleep.
Because their clothing is not com-
fortable. 
Because the roomin which they
sieep or play is stuffy or ill-aired
Because their parent break prom-
ises to them and buy them off with
bribes.
Because they are brought' up on a
negative diet of continual "Nio, no, no,
no," instead of an occasional good,
hearty, ."Yes."
Because their activity is not di-
rected into the right channel. Even
in babyhood a child must be doing
something, and if it is not wisely di-
rected its energies will find outlet in
"naugleiness."a—Chicago News.
THE WAYS OF SWEDEN.
ashes and embers carefully and
throw on the meat. This is a better
way of cooking than the broil, for it
preserves all the meat juices. But
greenhorns dot* know what kind of
stones to use. Most kinds heated ex-
plode,
"The Nubians are shapely and
handsome. They never wrinkle; they
never get fat; their skins are !smooth
and fine. They impute these graces
to the 'masseh.' the massage, that
they take regularly three or four
times a week.
"Every ineas•eur ought to go to
Nubia if he wants to learn his busi-
neo thoroughly."
Trick of the College Girl.
"What's a fellow going to do about
it, anyway?" exclaimed& Boston shoe
clerk the other day. "It beats me.
Here comes in Miss College Maid,
and she is as fascinating as she can
ht. She picks out a $5 pair of shoes
as 'perfectly lovely,' and won't we
charge them up to pa, which we cer-
tainty will do, because 'pa' has noti-
fiedus that 'his credit is '0. K.' and
is at his daughter's disposal.
, "But next day in cronies; Miss Col-
liege Maid with her shoes in a box
under her arm. She would 'really like
to 'look at those $3.5o shoes,' and she
finally buys them. 'Arid won't we
give her the change back?' s-he says
with a smile that will tilt most men
from their balance.
"Of course, if a man made such a
proposition we'd call the police, but
we're apt to how to Miss College
Maid with the smile, atxt, hand over
the-p..5o change to her, as if she 'had
asked for only a pair of extra shoe-
strings. Then while Miss College
Maid trots off to the matinee to
spend our $1.5o we puzzle our -heads
is to whether we have bunlcoed 'dad,'
although, to be sore, we charge it to
his account.
-"And if a fellow once falls a vic-
tim to the wiles of Miss College Maid
he in learns that she needs a new
pair of shoes about •every time a
matirsee comes along." —Shoe Re-
tailer.
-
There hod plenty of tickets in the
field Tortaday in Philadelphia—the
Republican, Densosratic, Citizens,
Prohihltion, Socialist, Socialist Labor,
City and Lincoln.
The stcarmsehip Korea, which ar-
rived :at San Francisco from the
Orient recently. bermseht the most
valuable consignment of raw silk ever
landed in this country. It w'a's worth
$2,450.000. It was dispatched East
in 'baste the same night, 3,5oo bales
of it.
A barber will slave you for 6 cents
—but you have to wash your own
face and comb your own hair.
Everybody trusta you and you are
expected to trust everybody.
You never have a dispute with the
cabmen over ties fare, A taxarneter
stidorn sees a drunken man.
Tips are cverwileve given, but they
are small. Ten ore (aYs cents) is the
ordinary tip to a cabman or porter.
A lady always waits for a gentle-
man to speak, instead of the reverse
as in America.
The comedian, crack joke-. on the
hioh Swedish-American who has come
borne to spend his money.
Grand Opera lasts from -September
to June t. The state furnishes the
opera house and endows it.
It is light all night in summer and
dark all day in winter.
There 'are more telephoses in pro-
portico to the population than in any
other city in the world —Stockholm
Letter.
WILD DEED IN CITY STREET
Man Knocked from Bicycle by a
Buck with Antlers Down.
I; South Norwalk, Conn, Nov. 8.—
!Henry J. Buckingham, a painter ofthis city, going to work Tuesdaymorning on his bicycle, was struckby a large buck which dashed across
the street with head and foot-long
antlers down, and was hurled several
feet from his wheel.
,Buckingharn landed in the gutter
of the street, which was in one of the
most prominent residential sections
of the city. The buck attacked him
iigain and Buckingham grabbed hint
around the neck, held on in despera,
tion and gained his feet. Tie tried
jiu-pitsu, strangle holds and half Nel-
sons to down the buck. The strug-
gle lasted se4ral minutes. When
about to give tip Buckingham got
the deer down on his haunches and
wag' then able to dash behind a tree.
The buck was content to withdraw
from the scene.
The deer has been around the city
several days. 'He swam the Over
when a number of people tried od
lasso -him. . .7 ,
You will love me bow long, de •
, 
"Till you are short, darpng.„
Baltimore American. ,
ed on the Greek frontienand expedi-
tions sent among the Koetso-Wal-
lachs to force the latter to acknowl-
edge themselves to he Greeks, and
to register that way, during the cen-
one, then being taken in the Ottoman
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A Mathematical Demonstration.
An analysis of the vote of Tuesday
for the city ticket furnishes much
food, for thought and also a .subject
fel* serious refleetion. The five dem-
ocratic candidates for aldermen are
what may be ormed substantial men
in a personal and business/ sense.
They have eerved .as city officials for
a sufficient length of time to establish
a record and to give the public the
itetunity to judge of their useful-
as public men. Whatever that
recorit_esay bl, good„ bad or indiffer-
ent, there can be no mistake as to the
estimate of public opinion as regis-
tered at the polls on elivtion, day,
and a mathematical demonstration
ttevelops the fact that their defeat was
more severe than that of any candi-
dates on the democratic ticket. The
-
average wee rec,oved by the demo-
craec candidates env aldermen was
1,263 votes: the average vote reoeiv-
cd by their republican opponents was
1440, making the average majority
over the five democratic candidates
177.
In the race for councilmen the dem-
ocrats received an average vote of
t,272 and the republicans an %sewage
vote of 1,377, making the average re-
publican majority 1o5 Ira the council
race.
For school trustee., °asking the
two want in which the democratic
candidates were elected by 17 and 47
votes respectively, the average demp-
cratic vote was 1,258 ad the average
republican vote was 1,335 or an aver-
age republican mnjority of only 77
votes.
Thus it will be shown that the ma-
jor:ty against the democratic candi-
dates for aldermen was a. dean too
more than that againet the democratic
candidates for sehoo\. trietiees, and
this, too, occurred in the face of the
registration showing 62o more demo-
crats than republican o and of course
means that %metre-de of democrats
voted for the republican's. and it is
also fair to preoumc that seme repub-
licans voted for the democratic can-
eiclates. Therefore, the fig-urea 'egtab-
lish tnie one fact beyond dispute, and
that is, there is a large independent
vote, in Paducah that must be reck-
oned with in all future elections.
The so-called wet- between Greece
and Roumania is an unusual one from
tne fro! that it promises to be blood-
less./ This is because neither party
can attack the other except in an
economic ,onflict. In such a "war"
Roumania should get the best of the
contest 'because of commercial deals,
Roumania being a lighter importer
of good% to Greece than Greece
is an importer to Roesmania. The
war will be made bloodless be-
cause it ia impossible for either
country to attack the other ei-
ther on land or at sea because of
their geographical situation. The im-
mediate cauce for the breach was the
fact that the sultan recognized the
lndeperrelence of the Koetso-Wal-
lache a people living near the Greek
border in Macedonia, who namber
perhapit too,000. They belong to the
Roumanian rare, hit were claimed by
the Greeks to be under the command Saloon Men in Fatal Fight.
of the Greek patitiarch in Constanti- Ashland, Ky., Nov. 8.—A bad
nople. Accordingly, bands were form- shooting affair occurred in Chas.
Harris' saloon, when Chas. Jenkins
was instantly killed. The men ran
rival saloons, and the shooting was
the restet of an old grudge.
empire. The sultain did not inter-
Ire, and the Koetso-Walluchs were
forced to ask for the help of Rou-
mania. That country, desiring to be
represented in any future partition of
Macedonia, gave its help and its in-
terveAtion led lo the present situa-
tion. '
A question of interest • to liquor
dealers especially is before the fed-
eral courts at Jackson, Miss. For
some time the authorities in some of
the counties of Mississippi have be
en
ieizing shipments of liquors...Arid beer
Fent into that state on c. o. d. or-
ders on the ground that such ship-
ments were sales in the state and
therefore contrary to the prohibition
laws of the state. The actions of
the authorities are being tested under
a restraining order based upon the
fact that the United States supreme
court has held that c. o. d. shipments
are legal. The crusaders are maki,ng
the point that the shipments com-
plained of are largely to persons un-
known—in fact are fictitious—and are
subject to being obtained on payment
of charges by any one. There is
much interest 'n the fight, which is
being pressed by a union of distillers.
There is to be a contest of the elec-
tion Tuesdaa, in New York City. The
vote seems to be so close and the al-
leged frauds so glaring, as Mr.
Hearst claims, he is to contest the
success of Mr. McClellan. The close-
ness of the vote, as shown by last
night's reports, would, seem td justi-
fy tlie claims of Hearst and also 
his
proposed action. The reports also
indicate that Tammany came near if
it did not meet its Waterloo in the
Contest. Even if McClellan is
saved it failed to defeat Jerome and
lent several members of the genera
l
aasembly.
The result in Ohio was as great a
surprise to the people of that state
as to those outside of the state. This
was., clearly indicated 'by the bets
upon the result as signified by some
weagers made in Ceveland The
Cleveland Plain Dealer reports the
following as typical bets mask in
Cleveland: Four thousand dollars
even that Hierrick's plurality over
Pattison will be 40,000; $500 to $3,000
that Pattison will win by 15,000 plur-
ality; even money that 'Herrick 1011
win by 3o,000 plurality; one, to ire
that lierricles plurality /wit! reach
75,003.
Russia hasn't begun yet to move
her army out of Manchuria. The czar
doubtless thinks it is best to keep the
soldiers from home just now. The
soldier is largely out of a job under
the new constitution promised the
people and if brought home and dis-
charged instantly becomes an idler
and a big addition to the trouble-
some facticn already too large for
the good of the empire.
The re-election of Jerome as dis-
trict attorney in New York City
seems to have occurred after all the
early reports that he was defeated.
There will be general satisfaction
over this fact, for Jerome has won a
national rcputation becaucie of ties
record in office and the vselderful
fight he made against the opplpsition
of both the regular parties.
This fact should be priated in
many of the papers of the.north: The
largest attendance of any day at the
late Texas State fair was on the day
known as the "Grand Army" day.
This is a much snore significant fact
than the big crowds which welcomed
President Roosevelt on the occasion
of his southern tour.
Many of the metropolitan papers
are using up columns of space to tell
their readers how the resuks of Tues-
day's elections came about. It would
seem that this space is wasted, for
if any one should know how the elec-
tion went it is the voters, "who did
it" in each instance.
Something besides the voters seems
to hay broken loose Tuesday in Ohio
and Pennsylvania. The democratic
victories in these two stateo are
among the political marvels for
fact. Such an upheaval of votes
11CW in history.
Read The Register.
'
is
Election Echoes
(Continued from ,First Page.)
Irons nearly all election precinct in
Nebraska, have been received and it
is apparent that Letton, republican,
for supreme judge, has a plurality, of„
18,000 over Hastings, fusiON„st. This
plurality is about double the plurality
given the republican candidate for su-
preme judge two years ago. The re-;
publican candidates for university re4
gent, who were attacked by the fu-
sionists because of a large money gift
to the university from John D. 12ocke
feller, have run slightly ahead of their
own ticket.
In Chicago.
Chicago, Nov. 8.—The republicans
swept Chicagosyesterdar electiev-
sly candidate on their ticket.
In Maryland.
B,altimore, M. D., Nov. 8.—Addi-
tional returns from the Maryland
counties and city precincts that were
not counted last night confirm the
overwhelming defeat of the proposed
suffrage restriction amendment to the
constitution, but leave in doubt the
state comptrolleship. The Legisla-
ture is also left in doubt by rater
returns.' The senate is' certainly Dem-
ocratic, but the composition of the
house of delegates is unknown. The
legislature elects the state treasurer
and the politics of that official as well
as of the board of public works of
which he will be a member will de
fiend on the legislative returns yet
to come.
In Pennsylvania.
'Philadelphia, Nov. 8.—Complete re-
turns from every ward in the city
give the City Party 148,679 and the
Republican candidates to5.346, a
plurality for the City Party of 43.-
333. Berry, fusion candidate for
state treasurer, carried lea 'city over
elummer, Republican, by 36,o37 plur-
ality.
The political revolution in this
city and in the state yesterday was
the greatest that has occurred in
Pennsylvania in nearly a generation.
There have been previous upheav-
als, but this is the first time in years
that every office for which there was
any semblance of a contest has been
lost to the. regular Republicans.
It is also the first time in a quar-
ter of a century that the regular Re-
publicans have been defeated for con-
trol of the state treasury. Memor-
able contests have been waged
against the Republicans for the office,
tout without success, and it is trorthy
of note that yesterday's election was
the first that has been held for the
place since the death of former Unit-
ed States Senator Quay. A
' The plurality of Wm. H. Berry.,
oho was nominated by the Dote-
critic ineependeittparty, Lincoln 'par-
ty and Prohibitionists for state treas-
urer, will be nearly too,000, and may
go above those figures. J Lee Plum-
mer, the Republican candidate, ran far
behind his ticket in nearly every
county in the state. The remainder
of the Republicatfticket was elected
by the usual Republican pluralities.
President Roosevelt's plurality last
year was more than half a million.
The victory of the city party, the
reform organization, over the regular
Republicans in Philadelphia was com-
plete and beyond the expectations of
*e reform leaders.
In Massachusetts.
Boston, Nov. 8.—A revision today
of the vote in yesterday's election in
Massachusetts failed to materially al-
tee the 'result. The Republican vic-
tory is all along the line.
The Democrats slightly increased
their representation in both branches
of the legislature, gaining three sen-
ators and one representative.
' A feature of the election was the
unlooked-fot victory of John B. Mo-
ran for district attorney of Suffolk
county, which includes the city of
Boston. MY. Moran failed to receive
any party nomination and ran entirely
on the endorsement of the requisite
number of citizens. His opponent,
Michael J. Sughrue, had the endorse-
ment of both the Democratic and
Republican parties.
In Old Virginia.
Richmond, Va., Nov. 8.—Claude E
Swanson, Democrat, was elected gov-
ernor of Virginia by about 20,coo
plurality over Judge L. L. Lewis, the
Republican candidate. The vote ev-
erywhere was exceptionally tight, but
Democratic apathy was offset by un-
able conditions or the , other
side. The negroes throughout. the
State abstained from voting almost
entirely. The Republicans gain a few
members of the legislature.
In Utat.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Nov. 8.—The
American party, of which former
United States Senator Thomas F.
Kearns is a leader, yesterday elected
Ezra Thompson as inoyor after a bit-
ter campaign. Opposition to Mor-
monism was the sole issue
Chrysanthemum Show.
Betinson, the florists, will give their
annual chrysanthemum stIOW Thane
(lay, Friday and, Saturdey of this
week, at their city store underneath
the Palmer. Everrbodn invited.
Read The Register.
C oot Shoes
They are the Kind that
wear well and Always
Look Neat And Dressy.
111111111111111111111111111MMEUMMEMLBEIMBEWEIN111121111/2111MIN
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- - OUR F'RICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE
Lendler & Lydon
11'309 BROADWAY
'Phone Orders Receive Prompt Attentoin. 'Phone 675
BOARD OF WORKS
A SESSION WILL BE HELD
THIS AFTERNOON BY
THAT BODY.
Sheriff Potter Has Not Decided
When Election Commissions
Will Meet.
Yestetelay Miembers Ed Noble and
John G. Rincliffe, of the board of pub
lic works, decided net to meet until
this afternoon at the city hall. Wed-
nesday afto;rnoon is the time for their
regular weekly session, but us they
had some matters they wanted the
council to pan on list night before
they assembled or business, the
board of works decided to postpone
things for this afternoon.
Election Cortunimioners.
Sheriff Lee Potter, umpire for the
board of coupty election commis tun-
ers, yesterday stated he did not know
when he would call the body together
to count the vote of the recent elec-
tion, but the probabilities are this
would be done tomorrow afternoon,
as the km- pre-scribes the commission-
ers nest meet in iide ef three days
and canvass the returns.
Y. M. C. A. Directors.
This evening the board of directors
of the Y. M. C. A. will hold a meeting
at the building to transact different
q u es t icers before them
Board of Aldermen.
Tonight is the regular ;netting
time for the board of aldermen at the
city hall general 20 C•ful,i) cr.
The kik-Ifircties 
Meet. \
meets tonight. as
does the Mangum lodge of Odd Fel-
lows, while tomorrow evening the In-
gksside lodge of Odd Fegows
gather.
Willing Workers.
The Willing Workers of the Evan-
gelical church will inlet this afternoon
with Mrs. George Jacobi, two South
Fifth street.
Library Trustees.
The library trustees did not meet
yesterday afternoon et 4 o'clock is
inaertekid, on account of business mat-
ters keeping the most of the directors
away. It will be he'kt tonight.
THEFT OF TEN CAR-
LOADS OF LUMBER
- - -
Charged Against Inspector Employed
by an Algood Firm.
Cincinnati. 0., Nov. 8.—Officials of
ths...Autt & Jackson,Lumber Co. Tues-
day accused C. C. Everbeck, their
lumber inspector at Allgood, Tenn.,
with having stolen ten car louts of
lumber, several qf which he shipped
to this city. A 'warrant fol. his ar-
rest has been issued, but Everbeck
has fled, leaving $200 on deposit in
an Algood bank. He netted about
$ro,000 on the stolen lumber.
Chrysanthemum Show.
Brim-son, the florists, mill give their
annual chrysanthemum show Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday of this
week, at their city store underneath
the Palmier. Everybody invited
 
oene_non ____J
THE MAYOR JOKES
(Concluded from First Page.)
therefore little school children will
have to wade through the mud on the
unimproved thoroughfare during the
bad months, it was ordered that right
away the street inspector build a
plank walk from Hayes avenue up to
the school building so the students
can have a temporary passageway un-
til the graveled work is done next
spring.
Chairman George Oehlschlaeger of
the finance committee, presented the
financial statement of City Treasurer
Dorian, which showed a balance on
hand October 1st of $14852.77; col-
lected doting that month, $6,634,43.;
expeaded $23,454:s5e, leaving a pres-
ent balance of $91,361.67.
-81111/1//11111/11.. 
There was allowed bilis amounting
to $14,860.68 that were presented by
the finance committee.
City Treonirer Dorian reported
that he had gold the first of this week
the delinquent tax bills due from prop
rosy_ OWneTS who had net paid their
taxes. The total sum amounted to
$4.583.53, of which $3,831.47 was from
white and $751.46 from col000d peo-
ple.
To the finance committee, with
with power to act, was referred the
claim of the Norton estate to be re-
fended some back taxes,
- —
err. C. es. Pratt, the international
preeident of the etreet car motormen
and conductors' union, presented to
the council a petition with the names
of eboit citizens on same, asking that
the municipal electric Fighting Oust
be increased tis to capacity, so lights
couid be furnished private homes,
bu Suess boasts and otherplaces. If
the plant is enfarged and patronage
given, this will take that moch from
the street railway company that now
furnishes lights, and on which the
union motormen and conductors now
have a strike or lock-out. The peti-
tion for enlargement of the plant was
referred te the board of public 4wks
to see what can be done in the preen-
Mee towards this end. Mr. Pratt then
addressed the gouncil, stating be and
the ubion turn had tried to get an am-
icable settlement from the street rail-
way people, but were unsuccesefut ev-
ery time, and he believed, or hoped
some good could be accomplished if
the city authorities would call on the
management of the car company. He
asked the appointment of a commit-
tee, and this was done, those chosen
being .Mernbers Riglesberger, Taylor
and Kolb, rwho are to call on Man-
ager Wrecker sad see if sourething
cannot be effected.
Fiaal acioptioo was given the ordi-
nance regulating the speed of auto-
neeellitpas ing through the public
se tots.
Second passage was /ten the meas
toe regulating the tie of the pubic
highways.
Firm adoption was given the hill
mtipulating that hotels. restaurants
and boarding houses stiduld put
"grease traps" io the kitchen sink'.
PO as to prevent grease and slogs
from passing into the sanitary sewer-
age systems and thereby injuring the
;a t er while dishes and cooking uten-
sils are.being washed. •
The Hardy Boggy company and the
Paducah Box and Ra 4 ket company
are both new enterprises located here
and fires adoption wa-s given an ordi-
nateceemempling them from city taxes
for use nears. This privilege is ac-
corded wry nevi concern started
Ince
The Sherrill-Russell company asked
for else same exemption, but as this
millinrg pilot hao been running a nurn
bee of; rdire, this matter was referred
to the city solicitor, the council being
in doubt as to whether they could ex-
empt theecompany, now that they
have beast operating for years. They
:ear it is Only new concerns that can
be relied of the taxes, this being a
sort of ptiblic inducement for estab-
lishment here of new capita,.
A new- and ‘treprising ordinance
was sprat* on the council, it being to
malsenhe term of office for city
weigher two years duration, andeelec-
tive this month, the salary to eemain
at $60 per minnth. The board killed
the bill by 8 decisive vote of to to 2,
the only supporters of the measure
hing limbers Rehkopf and Gilson.
The weigher for years 'ha always
been elected during January for one
year orey. but as the; coming January
the republican council will some in,
some of the present out-going demo-
crats wanted the time for electing
weigher changed to this month and
the length of offioe made two years,
so they could themselves go ahead
and elect a man to serve until the
November of 1907, thereby shutting
out the new board from having any
say in the matter.
The waiter company was ordered to
extend it supply mains on Elizabeth
street from Sixth to Seventh.
Santos months ago the public im-
provement committee was instructed
to have the city hale repaired, paint-
aid put in good shape, but they
never did sie. .and. on motion the
mayor was added to the committee
s o the work could be nerlorletel ins-
MIN .1
mediately, he being always at the
city hall where the contractors can
find hint and make estimates for the
proposed improvement.
The monthly reports of Chief of Po
lice Collins, Fire Chief Wood -and
City Electrician Gilidore were filed,
showing the business transacted in
their respective departmerrts during
October.
Nichols & DeBoe were granted a
license to open a saloon at Ninth
sod Boyd streets.
The quart and jug liquor license of
Sid Terreli was transferred from tat
North Fifth street, where Terrell's
feeble formerly stood, to the new
building in 417 Jefferson.
ID paying her property taxes Nellie.
Gardner by asi itake paid a $1.5p poll
tax charged op to her city account
erroneously.. She Was Ordered re-
funded the money,  when she produced
the receipt showing the mistaleeel Poe
nax had beeo paid by her.
Pat Lally complained to the coun-
cil that he had paid $5.50 city taxes
on property on Trimble _street be-
tween Ninth and Tenth, when in fact
he should not have done so, it being
an error. The matter was referred
to the city anditor for correction, as
was that of M. F. Emery on property
on Eighth between Harris and Boyd,
and J F. Kotb on propeety in the
Husbands and Jarrett addition The
J. L. Potter protest regarding Clay
street property over-assessment, was
referred to the board of supervisors.
James E. Ferguson traorierred an
Oak Grove cemetery lot to Mrs. M. •
E. Goodman, and the council ratified
tha sale. Ida Rowland transferred
one-half of her cemetery lot to O. F.
Houser but had gotten married sioce
the c.ty off.cials made out the original
deed geleng the lot to her Wien she
beaeht. To the city solic:ti r was.
referred the question of seo 4Hing
enolnief to Homer, the ,r,licitue to
determine whether see will have to
sign her single or married name to
th; tran 'fee deed to Houser
T. G. Miller, of Littleviile. claimed
to the board that hi l property of that
vicinity was outside the corporate
limits, but the lend was assessed for
municipal taxes, which should not be
paid on it. spa putting In his com-
plaint, City IEngineer IVashington
was ordered to survey out that way
and see just where the city limits
should run.
Member Agnew brought se e
question of Street Inspector s
Elliott having brick • hauled from
Third street to Elliott's private pr
erte by the city wagons. The finale.
committee was ordered to lo ,k into
the matter to see by whose authority
the inspector is using the public wag-
ons, and then whether Elliott has a
right to the material.
The city solicitor was crdered to
make out a deed, transferring inth
and Ohio street property the city
sold two years ago to E. W. Whitte-
more, who paid for same but has
never yet gottgn his deed.
The street inspector was ordered to
repair a bad tole in the, middle of
Goebel avenue.
Otie Overstreet wes refunded
$o8, having paid too much city li-
cense, while Barry and Henneberger
were refunded $27 on account of the
same reason.
The water company was instructed
to extend its supply mains on Jeffer-
son from Fourteenth to Sixteenth
streets, and on Fifteenth from Jeffer-
son to Clay street.
Back to the ordinance Committee
was referred the measure providing
that Woodward avenue be graded By
a mistake tile board of works con-
tracted for graveling same also, while
the bill calls for grading alone.
The city clerk and city solicitor
were en/vivre-red to buy some beeks
in which will be pasted (edit-lance'
enacted by the city. ,
It was ordered that there be ,paid
off the judgment Bud Dale gm
against the city, for bedding and
household furniture ruined Wiwn
smallpox prevailed at his hotel last
winter. The health authorities leo
rowed the goods- and ruined- game,
but refused to pay for them.
It was also ordered that the .judg
!Tient be paid. to Mir. MtMeyere who
gnt damages against the rounieipal
government for an accident to his
wagon on Broad street, caused 17 a
deep runt in the public highwir,
On Motion, the board adiettenle/r.
•
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiudranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREE.T.
L._ 
WILL CONTEST -
HEARST IS TO TAKE M'CLEL-
LAN'S ELECTION TO
- 
COURT.
Charges Fraud, Corruption, Violence,
Intimidation, and Dishonest
Count Against Tammany.
New York, Nov. is settled
k that Wm. R. Hie:last is to contest the
mayoralty contest further with
George B. MoClellan. Last evening,
even before the idea becatee settled
that she was defeated, be held a meet-
ing at the Hoffman house and ;lath-
portarroe, giving the nioniciefal Owner
ship league a yoke in the city's finan-
cial affairs, and also in the granting
of franchieee, which power also is
lodged in the board.
Tammany Losses.
In addition to kining the board of
aldermen, Tanzmany lost twelve mm
bars of the state assembly from New
York county, and the assembly when
it meets in Albany on January t, next,
will be republican by more than 3
to I.
Chas. F. Murphy, the leader of
Tammany Hail, refused this morreiog
to comment on the result of the vot-
ing. It was explained for him thee
us the poihreg wee so close he reatized
that a comet would be main and that
while he was confident that the ulti-
mate decision would be in favor of
ered his friends and advisers around Mayor McClellan, 
he ehoughht 'it
Wm to begin the preptration of his would be out of pla
ce for him to say
legal contest of the returns which in- anything.
dicated the success of his Democratic Mayor McClellan 's plurality of 3,-
Opponent.
As the late vote came in showing
McClellan only a few thousand ahead,
• and as it was noticed that figures
from some of the -East Side district'
4 were missing, Mt. Hearst said he be-
lieved he was being cheated out of a
6bard-fought and honestly-von victory
and announced -his-intention to make
( a coutest in the courts.
He sent out a call at once for the
Members of the law committee of the
Municipal Ownership league, and
. soon they began to arrive, %any of
them in evening clotheo•they‘ eying
been found at social gatherings or
the theaters.
After considering the situation fien•
ly, M)r. Hearst gave out the following
statement, which is repeated today in
his newspaper, the Evening Journal:
--
Heart's Statement.
• "We have this election. All Tam-
ellarty's Geaud. all Tammany's cor-
raptioa. all Tammany's intirridaticm
and violence, all Tammany's fake
registration, illegal voting and dis-
honest count hunt not been able to
overcome a great popular majority.
The recount will show that we have
ivies the election by many thousands
of votes, palace because of the bomb outrage1 shall fight this battle to the end, at Pekin she summoned the emperor
in behaW of the peop'e who have Cast and asked whet he knew of the out-
their votes for me and who shall not rage, whereupon the emperor showed
be disfranchised by any effort of much confusion.
criminal bosses. At a signal from the empress a
(Signed) "1,1Vhf. R. HEARST" party of guards appeared and led the
.District Anorney Jerome alumnae- emperor to a hall, where be ha been
ed today that he will do all lie can since confined, no one having access
Ito see that there is a fair count of to him and food being thrust in
the vote for mayor. Pe gave orders through a window. The Hochi Shun-
t° 64 aseishinte that the returns i bun says the emperor occasionaily
from the Eighteenth and Sixth as-
r Jerome said:
district' be carefully guarded. '
raises shrieks liice those of a lunatic.tsem
4 , ii'el "Take these returns from the Eigh-
nth and Sixth as my districts and
ok them up. Guard them careful-
They may cut a big figure in this
ii
count. I propose to sec that there
is a fair count in this mayoralty con-
test, no matter whom it harts."
Heald Says Hearst Win,.
The Evening Herald also prints a
node, that bets on the mayoralty
race should not be paid, declaring
that the official count :will show
Hearet elected. •
Mr. Hearst in making his contest
Nay demand that each of the Lea bal-
lot boxes used in the e*ction be
. ' 'brought before the hoard of aldermen
and a count of the ballots made by
body.
if diesatisfied Mr. Hearst may
s )Inow the wind matter in the courts
for.decision, and if that is done the
batile prohlhly *in be a long and
intricate one In addition nOthe pro-
d ciettere before the aldermen and the
regular come* in the courts Mr.
Heart may, of coinete, hiring to the
attention of the ant horkies each in-
dividual caw of fraud or violence that
may he discovered.
485 is the smallest by which any,
mayor of New York has ever been
elected. •
DOWAGER OF CHINA
HOLD KEYS ON EMPEROR
-- ---
Oust Present Dynasty—Movement
, Developing with Rapidity—
Recent Bomb Outrage.
Jerome's Victory.
The rilection of Wm. T. Jerome.
oder*, as district attorney, is a
se4el'e blow to the Tammany organiz-
ation, whielnexerted all the force at
Its command to defeat him. His vk-
eli tory is rennelcable when it is consid-
ehed that he was the candidate of no
party and made hie appeal for vote.;
*old}, no his record in office for the
last flour years, and that every man
who vdtecl for him voted a split
ticket. •
'The board of alck-rmen, too, is lost
to Tammany, they having but twenty
five memberS of the ;hoard anoint
thirty-eight republicans and nine mu-
nicipal ownership members.
Tthen S Coke, municipal ownership,
anderna B. Ermei, republican and mu-
nicipal oweerehipe elected, repesptive-
ly, president of Brooklyn and Queene
bonnie's, hare meriberehig oft he• suitable for exhibitions, athletic iratin
eity's bleed of estimate and appror- It is said that 7,eeci wives Were de-ennanneeloreeerin a wooer denied and
tie/anent, which control,* aM axpenefit serted by tear huebands in New a roof garden, •velltiett is to cover three
yarn of astsney. TM* of g4est York last year. and a half acres.
4
Victoria, B. C., Nov. 8—Telegrams
from Pekin to Japanese papers say
that movements to overthrow the
present Chinese dynasty are develop-
ing with incredible rapidity.
On October 16 a portion of Pekin
was closed. Foreigners were allowed
to pass the guarded gates, but na-
tives were, obesely scrutinised. Great
activity of rencilutionaries is reported
from several sections. A Shanghai
paper says that great excitement ex-
ists at Tien Tsin among native ser-
vsnts, many 'of whom are leaving for-
eign employers Owing to the troable
that is expected.
Advices from Pekin pitblished by
Japanese vernacular papeis received
by the Empress of China states that
when the Empress Dowager of China
returned hastily from her summer
TO CUT OUT SO
MUCH RED TAPE
In Transacting Business in War and
Navy Departments.
Washington, D. 'C., Nov. 8.—Presi-
dent Roosevelt has approved the rec-
ommendation for certain reform in
the routine business of the war de-
partment which reductions were pre-
pared under the direction of Acting
Secretary Oliver. The changes wilt
be promulgated in general orders knd
circulars to officers of 'he arms and
to officials in the fleet. These
changes have been brought about by
the actions of the president increas-
ing the Kepp cormniesion. His let-
ter criticised the methods of work in
connection with the papers of both
the army and navy derrartmente and
Gen. Oliver took the matter up at
once. The suggestions of Gen. Oli-
ver were considered by the general
staff and a very formidable report was
made which received the approval of
the president. The war department
had found itself hampered to some ex-
tent by the rules of accounting and a
letter has been addressed to secretary
of treasury suggesting that certain
changes be made jri the method of
doing business by the auditor of the
war department, which it is believed
will result in expediting the business
of the department.
FOUR KILLED; ONE INJURED.
Passenger Train Collides Head-on
With Freight Locomotive.
TILDA VAMOOSED
DEPUTY CONSTABLE JONES
HAS HIGH OPINION OF
PRISONERS.
M. E. Smith Charged With Shooting
at French Owen, Colored, Last
Night—Police News.
,
Lida Stevenson, colored, "vamoos-
ed" last evening while Deputy Con-
stable Bert Jones was in Siam Gott's
eakion on North Fourth street. Jones
had arrested the woman fourteen
miles down in the 'county and brought
her to the city to giro bond or be
locked up. Jones had her in a buggy
and stopped at the *am inside of
which be went arid left the woman in
the rig outside. it is supposed he
thought she would remain seated
there, but when he came out she bad
skipped byt the light of the m000, and
ha, not been cauglet.
Looking for Boy.
Mrs. E. P. Condor, of Hollow
Rock, Term, has written /sere asking
for information regarding her ledreat
old son Alvan, who left home a week
ago and was last beard of near this
city. Sbeibelieves he is here and if
so, would like dilipinyene cognizant
of the fact to con ki with her.
Took a Shot
M. E. Smith, of Graves county, was
arrested hist oildigeded„ Officer- Gout--
n.113( and Alexantieln on the charge of
shooting at French Owen, colored,
out on West Como street. They had
a falling out about something and
Smith took, shot at the other. He
is charged with malicious shooting.
and also with carryien; corcealed
weapons.
Petty Larceny.
Frank Irish was arreeted by Offi-
eves McCune and Orr on the charge
of stealing $3 from a party oiedVe'ret
Court infect.
Will Pool was also arrested on the
charge of petty larceny.
LAW COURTS 'NOW
HAVE SOME POWER
Preparing to Hunt Down Instigators
of Outrages at Moscow.
Moscow, Nov. 8—Humanity in gen
eral, which is aghast at the revolting
details of the massacres that have
bathed Russia in Jedieh blood, may
find some corsholation in the fact that
the law courts and other tribunals of
the country, for the first time in his-
tory, have proceeded promptly to
hunt down the instigators of the
crimes, with the intention of punish-
inftlhem.
The courts of Moscow have ap-
poitned a orenriviosion of generals,
professor's and lawyers for this pur-
Pone, and its member. already are at
work eolletting eviderce. The ino-
curator of Tomsk has had the chief
of police arrested an a leading instiga-
tor of the disorders in that city.
Such actions disclose the determina-
tion of the jedicial authorities to avail
themselves promptly of the unfettered
prerogative. This is the initial great
and significant renal of constitution-
alism.
Heretofore inquiries into cases of
breaches of the peace could be made
only on administrative orders, which
were never given hiacaune the bureau-
cratic reactionaries wen th real cul-
prits. The triburrah of Odeon, Kiev
and other chive. loheee Jewish blood
has been spilled and Jewhily property
pillaged will soon folkor the exam-Pie
of Moscow and Tommie/
ANARCHISTS FOLLOW KING.
Believed They Intended to Attempt
to Kill Alfonso in Germany.
New York. Nov. 8.—A cable die-
patch to a morning paper from Ber-
lin quotes the Maucleburger Zeitung
as follows.:
"Three Spanish anarchists were ar-
rested at Magdejeurg on Tuesday on
syspicion of being implicaeed in a plot
to kill King Aiforiso when he visits
Magdeburg on Thursday to review
the regiment, of *hies he is honorary
colonel. The prisoners came from
Paris bearing passport, issued by the
Eetradorian coined there."
Syracuse, N. Y., Nov. 8.----A paseen-
ger train on the Rome, Watertown &
Ogdensburg railroad, bound for Wee
tettown, collided yesterday head-on
with a locomotive drawing two freight
carte near Liverpool, six miles from
here. Pour men were killed and one,,.
seriously kart. Milton F. Tome, of
Lyeedonvilfen mail clerk, is one of the
mien killed. The other dead were
members of the vegan crws. No pase
sengere were hurt.
'London is to have an amusement
building in a central position on a
four-and-adiableacre site. It will he
BEAT HER WAY 2,800 MILES
--
Deserted Wife, Disguised as a Man,
Arreoeed on Way From Nevada.
if-laving traveled all the way from
Nevada dlsguieot as a man, Mrs. Mar
garet 'Jenkins. was discovered in a
box ca e on the Lehigh Valley rail-
road here, and was arre-ted, says a
WilkeseBarre. Pa.. dispatch to the
New York World. Not until she
was in the station house did she ad-
that she was a woman, and beg
for woman's attire. Her story was
so pathetic that when Magi erate
Brown heard it he released her.
Mrs. Jenkins eaid she and her hus-
band left Scranton and went to Ne-
vada eight years ago. Three months
go they separated, and she was left
alone without money or friends. Find-
ing that her sex prevented her from
getting work, he resolved,....-to beat
her way East. Not until she reached
this city was s-he arrested, and none
of her companions on the road die-
covered she was a women.
FEVER EPIDEMIC
AT HAVANA, CUBA
May Occur Unless Sewerage Improve
ments are Made.
Havana, Nov. 8.—General surprise
is expressed at United States Senator
Cullom's recent statement that a yel-
low fever epidemic is imminent in
Heorana. The authorities continue in-
different to the sewer project. Presi-
dent Painsa's message to congress at
its opening yestesday did not mention
it. Nevertheless it is the general hope
and expectation that congress, now
that the at-my payment is. amply tak-
en care of, will authorize the carrying
out of Havena'e sewerage contract
and appropriate funds to assist in the
work. .
• prai the Amer-
ican autumn.
"I visited in October," he said, "the
cornr.n.house of a New York 
man.Tt lines, in New England, on a moun-
tain ,&, and thç. splendid colors of
the! (oliage--the scarlets and golds
and innumerable flamelike tints—gave
to the stin forests an indescribable
magnificence.
"And the Leaves fell i na rain of
color through the transparent air. In
the garden one afternoon I heard a
gardener say to his little son:
I wish you would rake Up theo
dead leave* in a pile.'
"'Oh, I don't feel like it,' whined
the boy. 'My back's sorer and I've
got a cramp in my wrist, and there's
growing pains in my leg.'
"'After you get 'em raked up,' went
on the gardener calmly, 'you can
nrake a nice big bonfire out of them
and jump over it.'
"The boy began to whoop and leap.
"'Hurrah!' he shouted, 'Where's
the rake?.
g nisall Caine wasil.  He Was a Boy.l
Handy Feat.
Mr. Nolan's description of an ac-
robatic performance was cleartnourrh
to any listener, although his excite-
ment over it led his tongue, as usual,
into unfrequented mazes of ,speech,
says the Youth's Companion.
"He was a wonderful man, that
man was," said MY. Nolan td his aud-
ience. "You'd see him go up a lad-
der ye-id the ind of it tip in the air.
and the bottom of it fisting on a
kind of sofa pil'er, an' you'd say,
"There's a man going to his death.'
"But was he? Not a bit of it! Any
man that can get such a foothold on
the air wid his hands, and •he as han-
dIy wid his foot as a monkey, there's
no fear for him!"
A One-Sided View.
When Maggie, a recent arrival from
over the sea, had finished cleaning
the veindowe her mistress was amaz-
ed to discover that they had been
washed upon the inside only, says
Haeper's Weekly. She inquired the adnreason for the half-completed task,
thinking that, perhaps, the girl was
afraid to sit outside the window,. Broadway.
Meagifie's reply .wal delivered with "" _en
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548,
TUESDAY NIGHTNOV 14
Holden Brothers Present
the famous Melo-Drama
WHAT WOMEN
Will b0
A Massive Production, a
Hailstrom of Merriment
A Cyclone of Sensa-
tion
' See the Village Church, the Great
Shipwreck Scene, the Fight to Death,
the Sea Coast in England, the Home
of Micawber, the Ship Turned Up-
side down, the Life-Saving Station.
A picked cast of capable perform-
ers. A novelty from start to finish.
All special ecenery carried.
, You think you know
No one can tell.
Go and find out.
What Women Will Do
'Prices: 25, 35, 50 and 75c.
Seats on sale Monday at 9 a. m.
NOW IS
THE TIME
To begin saving
money for Christ-
mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it grow.
We pay 4 per ct.
on deposits.
Mechanics'
& farmers
Savings
Bank,
227 BROADWAY.
HOT
DRINKS
fine concern: 
"I cleaned them inside to's we I
could look out, mum, but I left the IS A GENERAL TONIC,
dirt on the outsideso the people could
not look in."
Served
By Experts
at
Hayes'
Soda
Fountain
Seventh
"Now then," thundered the temper-
ance orator, "what causes most of
the erime in this world? Drink! And
what causes drink?" "Thirst!" cried
a voice -in the rear of the hall.—Phil-
adelphia Press.
Farmer Wayhack—Is your son do-
ing well at college? Farmer Coentos-
seff—f guess so. He hasn't sent for
any extra money, and ireNisn't a can-
didate for either the nine, the eleven
Op tag esirere—Sansereinia Journal.
Lemon Chill Tonic
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
- — 
The hdyomis," a rodent of a species
supposed to be extinct, has been
found to be (AMMO.) in some parts
of Brazil and tthe specimen preserved
in the Mtnemn Of supposed
be *se only one extant, has depreci-
eaten/ in value.
Fountain
Syringes
The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it
—new Paca rubber, the best
yet
J. II. Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Bacon's Malarial
Ionic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE 5oc.
/fAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone 237,& Clay Sta., phone ea.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPBS NOR SALI-
VATES, ALL DRUGGIST loc.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
DR. R. E. lit/ARNE
BROOKHILL Bull DING
TELEPHONE 444.
IT PAYS
TO BUY THE BEST WATCH
YOU CAN AFFORD. AT OUR
PRICES ANYBODY CAN AFFORD.
A GOOD ONE
•
WE HAVE NO WATCHES AT
ANY PRICE TNAT WE CANT
WARRANT TO KEEP GOOD
TIME:
J. L. WOLFF
WJEELER.
6
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1-low Mother Kidnapped Her Baby
THE CELEBRATED NOVEL, "EAST LYNNE" HAS BEEN REPRO-
DUCED IN REAL LIFE WITH ADDITIONAL FEATURES
WHICH ADD ANOTHER TO MANY EVIDENCES THAT
TRUTH IS INDEED STRANGER THAN FICTION.
Mother love, which, when she
-clasps her baby to her heart .and all
is well with them both, causes her
Whole, being to radiate health and
happines, and when some nrisfortune
•
separates them lines her fa oe with
. grief and bows bier shoulekes—enoth-
, er love is just now the theme of a
real life drama as powerful as that
4. which three generations of novel
'readers and play-goers all over the,
•civiliied world have known by the
•-title of 'East Lynne."
You ve111 remember that in Mrs.
Henry Wood's novel of that name a
, wayward wife and mother, supposed
.to be dead by the Misbelief and
lather, who has taken another wife,
e •
'to many evidences that truth is. in- chilre nurse-oh* its wellies-tale:le
ecieed stranger than fiction. It% this spirit of loyalty 'he reso-
First, there are two pathetic little luteb kisted her baby farewell one
stories to relete. In the city of Al- day and went to her mother inton, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. George How- blinheeet'4 it seems that any sug-
ar(' Reagen lived in coinfortabk,, cir- picioee in Mr. Reagen's mind. wereArm-stances. They were childless, allaYtid now. He returned to his du-
' both desired, a little one to be theii ties in Co hocton, leaving his wife
very own and bear their name. It and -baby at home.
....seems that firs. Reagen belived the White Capped Nurse to Her Child.
---only way to hold her husband's affec- ; Six weeks ago, when the baby was
'lion was to piece their chid in his just past his second birthday, and
Mrs. Reagen was at her home with
trim in Alton—Mr. Reagan being
still in Coshocton—Goklie suddenly
arrived unannounced from Minnesota.
She was constrained in leer manner,
although warmly greeted by Mrs.
Reagon, who appears to be a most
kind-hearted woman. But, warmed
by her baby', similes, she soon ap-
peared her old self.
Mr. Reagen bang away, dhe wanted
white apron and cap of a nurse. Mr.
white apron and cay of a nurse. Mr.
Reagen had received a welcome tele-
gram in Coshocton, and on his ar-
riyal home th was the happy situa-
tion that vele() him. His wife ex-
plained that abe had not been able
to reaeli her Greenville sheer .in
time. The baby had been born in St.
I.ouis, vehere she had been nursed by
Yeli, whose own aild had
died eliew days before.
Mr. 'Reagen was overjoyed at the
Howard Reagers. After a while he
began to notice the unusual fondness
of the nuree for the child.
One day when his wife was not in
he looked repeatedly from, the face of
-returns in disguise to her old home the - little boy to. :that of Mir; laithwe.
employed by its preseni mistress as Then he walked about the room, re-
:governess of her own childeqn. fleeting deeper, only . to return andSo imperative is the cry of irec rendes his exarainatioe Cif the two
facies At length he said: -
"told*, the baby looks a whole
lot like you."
Ay he made this remerk be stared
ckly at the nuraelbat'she felt
In his mind was hof;Casy on the
t. But Goldie had grown to be
fond sel Mrs. 'Reeve. She 
and was 
no-
ht to that I y house
the hapPin;the child had
to her itristregs. She avoided
made "East Lynne" a household evel pos tible evopipe act that would.
word. Now comes its parallel in real stre hen -any • suspicion in Mr. Rea-
-life, with features which add another gen mind thafshe wae(hoOlohly the
heart for her little ones, now thrown
on the tender mercies of a step moth-
-el, that she welcomes the long or-
deal of deceit and suppression of her
vatural emotions that is inevieable io
while she lives undiscovered under met
the same roof with h•er children and sub
her former husband.
This deepest of turnan passions, fa-
miliar alike to rich and poor, high
and low, so powerfully depkted,
ve
tic
bro
lovi
The Hupsband Was Away.
In the spring of 1903 tthe told him
- their dearest wish might be realized.
'He had business interests in Coshoc-
. ton, Ohio, arid had to be away' frown
-donne several weeks at a time. His
wife told him his mind need not be
-disturbed by the necessity of these
absences, as she would visit her sis-
ter, who lived in Greenville, Ill.
So the husband went about his du- to stay awhik with the baby.
• ties away from home and awaited 'No guest could be more welcome
- anxiously the expected news. This at our house," said Mrs. Reagen.
,is one historical prelitninary. "Nb, I will not be a, guest,' said
. At this time there was living at the Goldie. "Although air. . km-gen ishohme of Mrs. Frank Lindhorst, in away, some of the neighbors might
"St. Louis, a young woman, Mrs. Leo. !think it strange. I will be holeRowe, wilco] Mrs. Lintitiorst„ had George'. num. as before. bat YouI
- known as Goldie Yell, a trained alum, needn't Pay me any wages."
whose brother lived at eloqu'et, /6nn. Mrs. ,Reagen aariately. eoasenited,teThe young a.-Onfati nail bfirely " ili this arrangement. and once More Gob-
cared in the newer
-met*, tittit 
" I 
EDGAR.missing child was herAlaughttee, and
related the circuinetaneas '''of Mrs.
Reagen's slight claim to it.,
Mrs, Reagen indigo/weir seleatiod the
story. She wept over her and
told a ciecametantial tale of her
baby's birth in St. Louie She even
persisted this story afeer the re-
ceipt of this telegram from her hus-
band Cosleocton:
"Message from St. LOW,* 42,ye,Mr,
Yell says George is Goldie'e
Let's be square. Tell me the truth.
Will adopt the child legally if can
Inn(' hitb. l'oti want hints, sod 'o I."A few days later there was a
great siensation. in St. Louis. Goldie
Yell and her baby had been located
at the house of Mrs. Lindborse, where
the child had been born a little more
than two years before.
Then Mrs. Reagen collapsed and
confe9.1ed that the child was indeed
Coldie's. But she wanted it. She
could not live without it. Full 9f
pity for his sorrowing wife, Mr.
Ittagen went to St. Loins, to try and
arrange with Goldie to adopt the
dhild. But she had fled with it to
her mother's home in Minnesota.
She has written to the Reagen's
thanking them for many kindnesses
—but she still clings to the baby that
is 'hers by nature's right.
MENACING OUR TRADE.
errnany's New Tariff Law an At-
tack on Our Commercial Power.
In the November World's Work,
J. D. Whelpley writes on "The Mere
ace of German Trade." The follow-
ing sextiact shows the effect of Ger-
4any's new tariff law:
By a bold strategic move Germany
has precipitated an epoch-making
crisis ip the world's trade affairs. The
rew customs law and treatiest mark
the culmination of a campaign fot
the develepment of home industry
and foreign trade, the practical effects
of which have already reached to the
smaHest trading posts on the out-
skirts of civilization, and mime now
be taken cognizance of by the govern-
ments of all nations.
While her great customer and riva:,
England, is still talking of an in-
crease of customs duties for the pro-
tection of home industry Germany
has made one. While the United
States is still talking reciprocity,
Germany ha.s established it as the
basis of all corrventiorrs with those
who would enter her markets, and has
continental Europe to fortse trade re-
ciprocity upon he world.
'The total tbreign trade of Ger-
marry for the past year amounts to
more than $.3,S00000,000. England
alooe has a larger foreign trade. The
United States lags nearly $400,00p,coo
behind. The countries with Which
Germany has entered into reoiprocal
arrangernepts are Italy, Betgitxn,
Roumania, Switzerland. Servia, Aus-
tria-Hertgary and Russia. A treaty
*Alb Portuge} is, now nirder v.-ay An
°Met- treaty with Fratwe will be re-years old. Her husband, who seemed Ithe YeH donned tlw white cep and Iletifd in i oved form. Englanda mysterious sort of person, called eDiron (if **nurse gives free entry to German manufac--a few times and elisappeered. One' trgto Goithe wept to the Oita- tared bode, and English goods willMre Lindhorg was very fond of tre. All the 'kat day sbit Wa enders- be ieven concessions equal to thosethe young wife.. She treated her like iastic about the play eke 
7 
he had "'tn.-7 of t treaty countries mentionextWa danghter. hen her baby was that i up to the mos-neat when M". dermany and these ten countries•born on July 30 she and her daughter Reuter had returned from a short will ecehange goods on
 especiallytended them lovingly. It was a boy
'baby and was named Harvey, after
Mrs. Lindhorst's little boy, with the
'addition (4 a middle initial, "iii,"
for Mrs. Liedhorstie daughter,
Myrtle.
About a week after the child was
'born the mother and baby, by the
mothers aoli were takes to boasd
at a private orphanage in St. Leuis.
It was only a few daysdater that the
institution was visited by a well
7.sireased woman, who took an immed-
^:Agie fancy 'to little Harvey.
"I am Mrs. 'George Howard
:Einem," she said. "We live in Al-
' tore TM. We have no cleldrene It
. be the happiest day of our
lives if we had a little darling tike
yours. What is your name, my
akar?"
"Goklio." said the young mother.
"Goldie Yell." It is not clear why
she did not mention her husband.
"You poor dux," said mirs- Reaenn-
"But you' child eleall bum .the best
of home,. I will adopt him."
"Oh. I couldn't bear to be separated
from him," aid Goldie.
' Two Mothers of One Child.
"Yeti need not be—not now," said
Mrs. Reagen, reassuringly. "You
-Audi ccnno with him to xi, hove. My
husband will be delighted."
The young mother said she would
think it over. Mr,. Reagen called
the next day and the next. She
brought ',ramjet new clothes for the
baby. She won the heart of Goldie
coMpletely, so that one day in
whicpers they had a long conference.
Mrs. Reagen was very urgent. Fin-
ally, with wet eyes, as she clasped
her baby to her boom, the young
:mother yielded.
Mos. Reagen took mother and child
In a hotel, where she left (,'oldie, and,
• with the child in her arms, took the
train for her home in Alton. In part-
ing for the mother she said:
-•"Do not forget our underetanding.
1 pill send you money to follow me
soon. You are to tell my husband
that you were my nurse in St. Louis
when my baby was born. If be knew
the child were trot our ewe he would
not live with 1Ttf 24 hours."
A few days later Mrs. Reagan was
again with her child in Mrs.
Reagen's home in Alton—but nd
100414. tont *.
amo al a
calk she had made .his "a... neighbor.
when she was distracted ,by a scene
in the nursery that wring tfer bean
as nothing else had ever done.
Little Georgie had just learned to
walk a few steps, hut he had bees
backward in learning to speak, even
the eirnipkst weirdo. When Mrs. Rea-
favorable terms. At preserit Amen-
cart goods enter Germany and many
ei the other countries, under a
'Oaveired-nation" agreement, on as
on al favorable terms as
agreement, on as favorable terms as
the others receive, but with the new
German tariff brew and the newgen came in the child, with arms out- treaties this consession will be de-oretchied, tottered shakily toward notroced by Germany. in the hopeher across the nursery floor. c°91Ing limet it may lead to a reciprocityecMatically. S'scarkallYt as his e'ttie treaty with the Unied States and inhand reached for Mrs: Reagen's
larTTPCSq to the treaty countries, andskirt, -he gurgled delightfully for the
fire time. b,y such countries as Aastro-Hungaryfor "hailer reason.. No such situation"bbarema, Mamma." (has evet before presented itself in'MO*. Reagan hugged the child joy- our foreign, 
-commercial relations.ously to her bosom. But Goldie, the To the nine treaty countries men-real neither, uttering a moan of an- titioned. omitting Great Britian, theguish, had dropped to -her knees on ;United States sent lam year $300000.-the floor and
 was weeping bitterly— Icioo worth of product., or one-seventha heartbroken mother. ief her total exports, and itnportedFor some little time Geldie elfl bout, $20.000.000 worth, one_would rent ire comlorted. At length i$fib of the total imports. AmericanMr s% Reagen said: lexports to Germany amounted to• oor little Goldie. Never mind. I I to itai4.000,1xin and
 imports . fromwill go to the play yau recommeed sot Goirisany- to $1 lo.000000. Abouthighly, and this evening you shall 4721,ocia,coo, then, in American for-have the baby all't° 3.°Virtlelf-7 „ I elgn trade, or nearly ore-third of theMrs. Reagen went to the theater. total will be distributed by Ger-When she returned a little before
midnight the baby's crib was empty
arid Goldie Yell was missing. .
The Secret Is Revealed.
In a dash she realized the truth. 
-----
The joy that bad filled her heart when Weee premiums
 Have
the baby's first cry of mamma had Paid, Says Supremebeen for her han been niciHrter •
miatehed by the despair of the real
Washington, Nov. 7. -In an opin-mother. In that moment burning`
ion Justice Peckham, the supremejealousy had rendered the demanda of
of the United States yestetdaymother love superfor to all else in there's"ircrersied the decision of the circuitworld. Goldie had taken the first op-
mut
 eielsrt of appeals of the Severrth cir-port unity to make her child
mono all her own. • cult in the case of the Nederland Life
marry's neon. •
• COMPANY NOT LIABLE.
Not Been
Court
Rut now the jeeby was, al/ to Mrs linierance company of Holland vs..
Ren,Itat jts M-Tri Mionert. The case involves az 
r. .5.he soap robbed crf her child, cIair" for $5.000 on a policy held by
,
late William Metinert.
 of  conk} ivot..epliatte it She threw Evans-
discretion tel 0*, sciodo and tncitt. on which the premiums
in all directiOne the alarm of "kid- had not been 'paid for several years,..
'The company's principal office ,'in
.na13,Li;.wt iaby hat beep- ki-dnaleped by this eoentry iA in New York', and the
its nurete'76oldie ;she told the I loWer court held that the notice if
forfeiture was not in accord stith thepolice, and the newspapers 'spread the •
alarm, • daws of that r-tate Ind that, thereforeMrs Reagen wee frantic over hat the policy 1111151 be paid. This -Op-Sy nip a th 
-vi;ii117-11-e.i....ti p.r en
-,e court took the contrary viewSredenle
 there was serteation. Go!- ir, teeley's opinion and held the terra-die Yell's mother In istinnesota de- I pauy not 
-liable.
•
•
•
W. WHITTEMORE,"
REAL EtTii-TE AGENCY'
tADUCAH REAL ssawr..e.. warrsitiv ICENTUCKY FARM MS*imerrm.yrAYBIZNI" LOTS FOR INVEST/AMT. VSTNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURRAL AND PRICE LISTFR U TO EVERYBODY. MID FOR T.
- •-• 1EDG a R w.itriurrEr4oa,E. eadwath
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
HAVE ARIMVED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rush.
W. labs Oliver. Geo. W. Olivet.
Berton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
The. B. McGregory,
Beaton, Ky.
EXCUR SI
St. Louis and Tennessee Riv • Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
Moo for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It Is a trip of pleasure ftand rest; good service, good table,good rooms, etc. Boats leave eachWednesday •and Saturday at 5 p. m.For other information apply to Jae.Koger, superintendent; Frank .14.Brown, agutt.
J. /C, HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
WM, MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms I, s and 3 Register Build-()LAVER, OLIVER 5v3 
-a Broadway.
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.New Phone toe Old Phone 303.DICKE abp BLACK 
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
MERCHANT TAILORS.
516 Broadway, Opp. Friiternity Bid.
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with es and we
thijtk we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. R.ANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Rank,
Room & Arner.-Gtr. Nat. Bank.
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
30g Broadway.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AN THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 sad 4,
Columbia linikling.
Phon 1041 Red.
NOTICE Of
CURTER RE-EXTENSION.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Office of Comptroller of the Cuareacy.
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, igos.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
preaented to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The Pim
National Bank of Padtteah," located
in the City of Paducah, kia the Glom-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has complied with all the pro-
visionS of the Act of Congress "to en-
able National Banking Associations
to extesd their corporate enatence,
and for other purposes" approved July
12, 1882, as amended by the Act ap-
proved April 12, igoe;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The
First National Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City or Padlicah, in the.
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession for the period epecified in its
amended articles of assrkiation; name-
ly, until close of business en October
to, flog.
In testimony whereof witness
hand and seal of office this Tenth day
of October, roes
'(SEAL.) WM.. B. RIORIESX:
Ceiggptroller of the Currency.
Shatter No. tem Extension No. 032.
"Why did you ask that woman's
youngest child to ineicite?" -
Becalm," answered Miss Cayenne.
"it was the only way to keep the ekl-
eet ehild from playing the piano."--
Washington Star.
"Senator, how did you get your
start in "life?" asked the reporter.
"I was born on a hillside farm in
Vermont," said the eminent states- ,
man,' "and at an early age rolled Office
down."--Chicago Tribune. 
"PAM and 7 to g p.
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to IC. C.
Rose 339 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
I. the city. Suite made to order.
.S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, hes Stigma
wootts of city property for elle and
thirty-five farms; also thee* mho.
Houses for rest.
Teleghoce, o ries.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
4oz Fraternity Building.
OW Phone 49S Red; New Phone se.
Paducah, Kabludicy.
Taylor-cf. Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 696.
--Rooms ass and se4
Free/wily Building.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. & Columbia Bulldog.
Er. 13. B B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Bak phone ell at the ollice, bothAnne, 140 at residene. Offka hours7 to 9 a. rn.; it to 3 te me 7 to g p. m.
H.T. Rivers, M. 9.
1/1107CE 'so NORTH MOMS
TELEPHONES
Realdesce Office on
inema 
D. 0. u'ARIKti
ATTORNEY-AT
-LAW,
PADUCAH. R.
ettiseral Practice.
acd-2 ro Fraternity Building.
alike else Pack Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
A. S. DA.TiNlit-
--DENTIST—
Trueheart Building.
OM.
D. it0311. J. RIITILAS
Subscribe for The Register. a'
isfo NORTH psrrg sums,
Both Phones 353
hour; $ to re Sc lfl. I te
IP A
Practice in all the courts of the
mate. Both °hones sr.
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
bto•Qes od2c1
FrUm2itZarre.
my anything and sell everything.stb-aao Court sweet. Old phone 131111.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
B. H. PURVEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT
-LAW,
Rooms 3 and 6 Register Buildieov.
ems Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 49e.
SPEC/ALT:
Abetraciing of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real date Law.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNRY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rents is and :4 Columbia Ihdhling,
Old Phone :op.
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WY
Rooms to, TI and ta, Columbia Bid..
PADUCAH. ICY.
J. C. Thensio1 Cecil Reed'
Dr. B. T. Hall I
Office with Drs. Riper* & Rivera, sae
Nort hFifth, Bath Phone 366,
Residence roo Clay, Old Phone Aga
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will practice all courts of Ken-
tuck" and Illinois,
D. Sidney Smitha
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
DAL W. C. ZEBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office. 306 Broarkicay--Phone
Rendenee, Big Broadway.
Phase 149.
004.
-
'Mee phone ass, Residence phane 474
Vernon Blythe
PIWSPC1AN 'AND SURGEON.
Rooms 304-6 Fraternity Building.
••••..1.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OBTEOPAlilliC PHYSICIAN '
3 Pli"• 196. (forsfix-a Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY,immunmenseninpum4mosmonimmems dad.Ret. Air Baths giro when hieSubeFribe.for THE pilot Tgra • -
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NO MERCY SHOWN
POLICE AND SOLDIERS AID IN
THE MASSACRES IM
RUSSIA.o
Greater Part of Empire Given Over
to the Torch ann. Sword, and
Anarchy Prevails.
St.
from t
hns been
situatioo:
have re
fury. The nienro
at Odessa is n
the Camay, 1 .
sians are duttingnesch
and the Armenians are
selves up to piilage and In
- From Becht:nut, BessarAn
an entirely new tevolWg t
three-days' attack on the Jews
Thursday with every•indication of
lice organization. . more . annoying en- unbecoming thau
4 Jewish st Ls were beaten...the a cold? A dascriptioa of • sy mp.
.., Jewisb Itojos. ' die f.ttiiis svpre tininsenr/ uridtk4pkt,' Ikk:` • . ve all
. saeleedkliteng da'y 'Miff dbeiht the Inn theitt9 ;citilfigh !hit they fresh
nYttnittnIthes /*miler-of residences eons- ii,. fortr-minds,„. — . —
rnenced. Troops arrived on the scene The best way to avoid taking cold
but the following day the worn of is to obeerve the ordinary rules of by-
pillage was resumed be(ore the eyes skim. The clothing should he evenly
of the soldiers and police. The prae- nlistnibutcd over onhe bodyt and ,' I
etc of the hued Jews for stelrYibbou bestsatitnible to the Iriatow.,nT.
were usivsiliag. Toward noon,/ the 'clime e. 
cf 
t `.i...wol, next to ile' fo lod
htorc was applied to stores and boos.; i a raa protootton on min (+awe-
es. The police would not permit the ante climate. and I adviee the girl
Jews to 6ght the fire and the troop'., „il  ,vnipan te,, n.wwfir. oleo Lingerie
were withdrawn. Then the 1:0 1sne be wasistls. ill the winter ttrciegli 'to array
gin afresh It was temporarily stop- her ielf in Colter uudervest or cometpeen 'Sattirday moruing through 
.the cover of the lightest aright Isnot
efforts of the Rossts14..pestan"• bal. These gasawntv are not in the iletstthe polier toread false reports winch_ fogey. ) Ate trot visible through
aroused the mob and them was a it- the silk *lips which are worn under
ntaral of, the work of plunder and inn ‘tainne,,t anti .414,nreitt. hiotriet.
massacre. The )(isles ire said to be n't Wei feet should alway- be avoided;the millions of dollartion ts. but if by chance your feet should get8.-bejeplimne message teem Mostinw• wet, eteengie yoor darnel shoes 'andsays the Jews are terror stricken with 
steckings for dry onem'at the nattiestfear of . a massacre there. Many of poesible moment. Nothing will in. themhave abandonedtheiotoings
of
rsburg, Nov. 7.—The uews
'or shows that tnere
insprOterneeit. in 7 the
pleces,..dinordena
witbestt4tihMdd
ory of massacre
nown heresjn
a and Rus-
er's throats
g theme
and are' 4ecrt in 01111/
friends. wet. titing tridl iit44"1*. ill
RAOORD FOUR LYONS. -*Rut ta)dY auch a CAIDditif.ea that
4n012- takowaohil-41A-• abli*
Hunter Penal& •Jra Tnea
cl
*4 commenced to move backward,
ng the al with his. Now
Y. as my fli.101 111011t1
Tit gun from undeveme, and raising
ii on my elbow, looken ore'
as- m arid let drive. What a chattne
Ca • oeter.timageilleitairda. as,
c aim was rent with the moat
deafening roars ay 'he *weed befit-
ward in hi haunches. But the rota
was nothing to what took place when
he got the contents of my kft barrel.
,sirhieb evidently brokon a leg. He
waltzes)/ up toward me. the very cards
quaking under the deerful nroat. tif
pain and -rage he gave firth, but be-
-fore conid get hold of my other
, gun he dicappearen, nnto a.. thicken
onloe by. l7roill'iArtt"to41;11,' I Mist('
grail-tug his teen?, and. ,astiA-
int? tit, ee trRitrIlnits Mein g`noiselerth
onee oj twice I made lurk
1- , the threes of steenit Jr
to:gigolos awn Ifrealenos
growth.
lAtenit 4 a. ns. I. heard tkc ;nth,
etens canning through-the thicket 'The
wet neament I saw an object that I
Acnnw could neither be a hyena •ot
s and yet it did not nape it -
into tnf image of a hote Senn
_pas worth bagging, so I fired as it
tOnci to smell the spot where the
zebra had originally been greened; it
lel without a moan_ Immediately a
tuge old license jumped forward.
A trending over her nearly aill-groern
• 4kalL.cub--t4e difference an iae of
ellies is/ hardly ebstinionsbahk. I then
node my first miss, as all the effect
nip shot had was to cauwe her to jump
After the dead forma swirling around
to exam.ne it again, offering a lovely
otbendflkide. ....kith I took poropt ni-
an%age eon and. With a roar site matt-
ed off, rolling over stone dead.
n '1 wa* more , than pleased with my-
welf and inn not dream of weIng eny
trent lions Intl/Otte my isstennallr-
ineut when, about half boar later I
Mes
A
Zebra for Bait.
susceptible to. gold.i 
F4ren aiserodse cold has started,(Chicago New,. I '
moth can-Ile .4kmae, to throw it off.i :v. Mere, a lion Minter in
But unite, it is attacked promptly.R eta, Soath Africa, tells in a re-
ce article tow he NOM, bon burst-,IY*.and intellinentlY Ai int
ze 
one- einig. Ole plsudd a nnledtt:Met 04010 i
isi 
te cons- j
Mann, twee which be Asa . ti 4,4 c" get
rig rat p enInZroughly warmedtong fur big game. After men 
after any chilling exposure is a goodreabt a lion cane in Wight. "Ile moved
c. valy toward ro
 
feast rensad be- '
f ,o__. . _i__ _Lon._ . _ h_ 1 canoheatoly recommend as a rem-
el "The hindquaPenin hiliawwu.aiir-ao&s•igh°"""lack' made oftiab-letticio•hvidh and boiling water.the rindquarters-in-firs teeili
sweeteird with honey. This S11010 d
The Old hole onlwa enlist hive
the tread of, as I threw'',
very far gone by this time, heard
rtoise also and gave out a moan-
roar. There was a patsy tiOnt
steps haste/tan hack toward t
n eowiçanion, floe-inane 1
op 
ann the 
hiclitit was' aoflive c
(41got nem,.
t train on the Peneyelsania
mane the trip freen Harrisbing
icago tlt• oldie; der la-Ilistattoe
mites, in 7et r t7'
of this dictating veal suP grade,,I( he- iq ft•tFiTlitti as 3 record-lo
Sunscribe no The Register.
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at the coot of oue early
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, Thai ittnringiri* lOath
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ann much joy. It's bar
Thâ :lm,440innine
that tare beatitc
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WAYS OF AVionDLNG
AND CURING COLDS.
Fall drips are apt to speed coughs,
tolds. one throat ind a • score of like
ills that Ilene': bent' . rt's, a pity,
rig and feeling
rous weather aa
ings. But the
ry rose must
s bright,
ban not
Ids.
up
has
quests
art with
wrap'
without thn
of protection,
'you will finn
golia of sums
erikr fall day
nothing ve
ut the •precatel
me • gainet colds; but
this a 1 is upon you, let
tell you that you will deeply re4
gret this neglect. Is the anything
be taken after the patient is warmly
rdj4, teetMealk thembrinh be
fart:hen
lef.any - vile. start with a "raw
-Frequent gargling witb an
a albite alistusigicisiti 1endt W4hc nos-
tril, having the . head thrywn well
hen yeinrfaugoni Olt fidget
the lignid tiow gently up the
*rant, Vie baelribf the
Seem illatbeekauSI .tlevothipeetsgq",
wen it can be ejentid from the
moir. Byteacntenostolnn this man-
ner he lintonnefill, be fneced to, pe,ae-
train to coml. portion -4W the nose And
throat.
• Not Ott leak' turpleaitint by any
means ofothi ills attendant. upon a
cold in the hind is ties toacumitsekable,
mibecoming "and semi' or "Veer
bliocr." If taken in time its further
devekipeoint 'can often he stopped. by
the application of a bit of alum.
Moisten this, and' rob. gently but
thoroughly over the spot. If, how-
ever, the blister has already formed
and broken, there is nothing more
heating to apply than otd-fachioned
camphor ice, which comes in stick
form.
.; A Rapid Change.
The Crar—How do the people rt-
ceire my offer of clerr.iency, M. Witte?
The Premier—They are delighted.
Your Inigitereeire seyging and cry
°tit, and ehearimnitb ,lntat... your
TsrierneinSer one im
petrol?. thifitelfIi'''Czar:Zm:4.-A1'1*f is thOt, lint
gooel.Witte?
The Pre•mier—They haven read
your proclamation ypt. .
The Cza 04)1 t
The PTCTM
From the el
rear af a to 1
genial shotanie .tre cries of "Loon
with the aristocracy!** "D,owit with
the grand diskette"
114C C74r --What does • that mean,
A "Constitution" for China.
(Chicago Chronicle.)
It is soid that even Chine is to
secure a coniseittrtioal gorernmerit. '
A special embassy composed of
four high officials is to travel through
Ameritta and Europe studying the
different constitutions, written and
unwritten. They have already been
studying the Japanese constitution for
some time and have . finished their
work there. They are expected to
reach San Francixo soon, where, by
the way, they will probably be
treated with- some degree of consider-
ation by our immigration' officials.
They will not pursue their consti-
tutional researches in California very
long, aod it is doubt:ill whether they
tilt- tarry in San Francisco tong
Ienough to make an exhaustive study %liar report in 'qtrastion, being the
of the sand lots in ahtfir relation Co candid env: , f an, unbased. looker-on,
our ' arid-Chinese ilegilliatiOnt, for it Ivan eredio•d with having had favor-
is understood that they will reach 4 hie intlesitee oronse critical nituation.
Chicagn in about four weeks. The enstonitnts -Inanyi-deilded tt, 
government board of 
sub-
pointers on municipal ownership front clkicet e by the
After they have ontaiued some Trait - case to an arbitrator to be
Mayor Dunne—providing they can ar-,Inade, whose deseinn was. to .be- final.
range a meeting in such a way as not G. R. Askwith, a London' barrister,
to offend Orfinial dignity on either
side—and, of course taken in the
stock yards they will proceed east-
ward and probably do moat of their
studying at the national capital.
Then they will proceed to Europe,
where they will' 'visit the principal
capitals, omiting St. Petersburg, it is
to be presumed, for the same reason
that the czar Will not send an ens-
basey to China to study conatitutional
gover nine nt . .-
'At the end of seven months from
the time of ttrir departure from
Uinta Avey` will go home 'and draw
up a constitufinn embodying the best
features of -the Japaness. American,
French, German and English consti-
tutions and pre.-vent it to the Chinese
emperar for his signature."
Information Co this effect comes
nom Ye Omni Shang, secretary of
the constitutional entbansy, who ar-
rived in New York from Hamburg
on Thursday. Mr. Yu, we are told,
had ;list completed a four • years'
court at the law school in Yale
university . and was touring Europe
before returning to China, when he
was intercepted by' a dispatch and or-
dered back to Washington to meet
the embassy and act as its eeeretary"
This pezionnane,s is thoroughly
terions, of courset, so der as the
Plinesee are contented, but students
In constitutionvil law and govern-
tent science in this country GildGrope will hardly be able to set anyt its amusing and absurd aspects.
In the fir* place, the embassy -does
14)t consist of men like Wu Ting:
gang; who know.. sornethjne 'abott:
.' real 'government and west'
institutions, social and polltie02.
elitists of one p-rinee, Of wain
nor of f.411
encie in •
*nothing ie
qu none
Mr. Wu -bad started to accompany
inch an etrobassy when he was wound-
0:rdby a bomb at the depot in Pekindisabled. The "emperor" wins
expected to sign the constitution
reported to have been locked up
recently by his. aunt, Arx, for al-
lent waX-91 inigating• thoost and IsI kged complicity in the neva; attempt
tills thoroughly is by means of a on the lives of the ambassadors,
nasal tritunilt. NianY"Personia SI this whom that same emit had appointed.
muse ‘atisiactary -ant1 llstnn Se. The whole business proceeds on the
Use than au a LtInliACT. It assumption that four men who
rtle rialtv know little or coating about the s:ub-)iks habes fgadi ject cgg,hattle. Into the an .master the principal wcst-twrgeit e1nf y44 ttivafkilti liquid which ern constitutions so as to be able IOyou intend using, and then over tin; scoot the
 best of each oen onone a
end you place the tip of your finger, toomsatio whole of the
 
selections in
seven months.
Jr- It proceed, an the lurther ac stun /1-
V-4;0n, wich is even more absurd, that
a coniwittenin so node will - meet the
needs 04, some 400.000.000 people Who
ye -no desire'for a coo-nitution 2414
hose customs and .modes of think,
hose ctistomes and modes of think-
s/re about as toylike those of any
!Astern nation as they can he
Of course the "emperor" would
eign the constitution or anything
else his aunt told him to sign, but
that 'you 
.
'd give it no vitality. It
would be worn by the Chinese as the
clothe* provided by the missionaries
were worn by the native, of. the
Ilawaiiatv islands—hung otter their
arm*.
Chinese stater/men ii-aFe. yet to
learn that a constitution is something
nroire than a written instrument; that
it is a political organism, and- some-
thing more, greater arid shaped. with
the national growth, and that a writ-
ten constitution is of no value that
is not a' formulation of the essence
of the particular national ocgannm
for which it is intended.
Every nation has its own constitu-
tfeNS ist The regtift tnatnetti
-and (end*, and no!Writtea emieUiti-
tion is worth a fig unless it. corinrms
k'asitt'Y to she ,actuansconalitkitiqp;tin
each ca-,e.
China must grow
will require any written
rights
of the
before it
stitution
very
anic ti's-
functions.
err t con-
oriel
other* that ,will he of much service.
s••••••••-..- 1,
by
voters- in, New York- City Tuesday
contained neatlyssoo llamas of candi-
s inemwsetning the-. vagitiew4e%  F;;,- that sci*Me-.4 tturs e people hare nominations. F.ech full patty ticicet
Icontained ninety names.
•Sin Witte? • -
The PreTII.ier,---I t means, yen: nintlls
read your proclamation
.1.11.1141
••••
Subscribe for The Register.
The official ballot. that used
Subscribe for The Register.1
NOTTINGHAM LACE.
bettlernent of a Protracted Dispute.
Consul Mahin of Nottingham re-
norti the settlement of the lace-trade
tispute which resulted so disastrously
to the lace industry of that place. He
Says:
"A report from this consulate, ap-
pearing in daily consular reports Dee.
19. 1904; described a •tubborn and
long-standing controversy between
face manufacturers and employes in
this city. Th:s report was reproduced
in a London finarrnial journal, and
thence was copied into the -Notting-
ham daily newspapers. Assign's of
relenting becter.e mantle t On both
sides to the controvet-sy the coto
mere formality. The curtain branch
was less easy, but the intere-ited .par-
tits had drawn na near together that
the arbitrator soon reached a
promise conclusion. by (Free-tine that •
prices to be paid operatives be re-1
duced from 21A to 171,,i per cent.—
the award to stand for five pears.
"Ti .e Levers' en.. oute—that
'rig tne large variety .of lace goods .
exclosne of net:; and curtains—was a
much o scrim's affair. la this
aN\ a• , 
',114 were al;i0 made to
bre sin , Wages were reduced on
!..- 11.4,111:?:i from 8 to 30 per
tont. hut tnere is a belief that in-
creaned employment and more favor-
able condit ens for working ve:11 ocem-
eensate for these conetructiona. Per-
hap the most important concession,
from the general viewpoint, in that '
•vhich permits certain changes in ma-
(Innis winch will allow maaufacturers
:o erect modern mathinery, and ttus
be able to compete with outside con-
cerns which have been drawing trade
away from the city. This award is
to wand five years. The employes
libl-et• for two year the manufact•
.ter for six. The manufacturers
bone that during this time they may
be able to regain much of the basin
nese which has gone from Notting-
ham.
"Neither side to the controversy is
wholly satisfied aith the arbitrator's
decision-5, but it is admittod that -his
work, altogether, has been thorettglo
ly and efficiently dire, anti probably
could not be improved upon, taking
ft interests into consideration. That
both slides are Meneftr1 of good results
indCatei that no terioes dissatiefac-
eon exiting, and encoerageo a general
belief that the threatened decadence
of the city is averted. At the very
least a stable ecnientiort of the nnal
lace Intatie fot five years is . entered.'
WILL BE' 'ISOLATED.'
Ruseian Revolution Will Have Far-
Reaching Effect on Germany.
lqrlift. Nov. 7—Many people in
Berlin are raying that Ilmotia's see-
cessful revolution may have far-
reaching resints for the fatherland.
Ceermany. they say. will be 'completely
isolated among nations when'Russian
democracy cotnni off victoPions if
the kaiser resiets the craving for' gen-
eral poluirak liberty. Theaituation is
drented all the more teriotts because
Pan-Slavist ideas leading to Ivor oven
the Austrian and Balkan qmrstions
may get the tipper hand in Russia
when ('hi' democracy hat captured
power. The -czar's government hith-
erto ivas been ante to keep them down.
Gerninn socialists eherish no illu-
sions to the effect that the ruler. of
Germany still changt their methods
as a reNult of events in Rnssia. Herr
Bebe) is preparing for a ford fight
with a view toidefending the father-
tannni main democratic institution, the
general franchise for the reichstag.
He and iii, associates believe that
the kaiser will now try to keep the
reins tighter than before. They say
that the kaiser has learned from the
Russian revolution that a conscript
army cannot be trnsted in any grave
conflict with the people, but he' knows
(nit a revolution is impossible where
autocracy is exercieed thrown an
honest and efficient bureaucracy, like
that of Germany. Political fleas of
unprecedented bitterness are expected
by the socialists in the near future
AN AUTOMOBILE PROPHECY
Amonis the flihlenelvers is Charing
T lswan He hal; frareed to. read
the 13&le ttrexpeenteng it td Ms
chikhress, and bas• become critically
His latest excursion, was
to Nahum. Having not pur-
64t' : 
of 
af thea
her) 
it13:21rse o 4- I.
. ,an
clIcerartr' -4  .the
ettertitt. Tlicy stall jostle one 'against
ine' oder the broad ways; they
shall %C.41111 like torches, they run- like
tbe lightnings:".
Nathurri wag the seventh of the
°Ott-IAAO nionnopr
wn as --tiatIrtnn tar r..11cochite."
lit may have been the father of the
Elks.
i , 1n 
. 1'
6* J! :44 4 r`.'• 
.01111twacciac',51110*'.....A.,..m*Arek.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aend, 1905-
South Bound.
Leave Cincinnati 
Leave Louisville 
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 
Leave Central City 
Leave Nortonville 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Parlecah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Funog 
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
Arr:ve New Orleans 
was appointed The .plainsrost ir.eros- Leave
facterers and employes came to an Leave
agreionent volurnarily, and the arbi- Leave
tratc:'s decision 'Al their case was a Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Tryrie
Arrive
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
No. sox
8:20 a.m
1220 p.m.
p.m
355 Pon.
437 pa-.
5-25 P.m-
n:40 p.m.
6;45 P.m
7:55 pm,
8:31 p.m
8:39 p.m
tono p.m
tr:oo a.m.
No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:40 p.m.
6:3o p.m.
12:o8 arre
:03 a.m.
r...so am.
4:40 P.m.
2:27 am.
3:40 a.m.
3:45 am.
4:30- aan,
no-7 a.m
5:23 am,
7:15 a -m.
8:15 am
8:15 p.m.
No. 121
7 :25a.m.
*9:ocia.t11.
It :05a. m.
12:30p.m.
I:28a.m.
8.30a.m.
:2cia.m.
2:35.p.m.
4:15P111-
4:aop.m.
6 :oat) .m.
8:0p rn.
North Bound. No, 102
New Orleans 
 7:10 one
Art11101143 
 6:50 a.m.
Jackson, Tenn 
Rives 
 9:42 a.m.
Gibbs 
 9:48 ant.
Fulton 
 onio a.m.
Paducah 
 II :20 a.m.
Paducah 
 11:25 am.
Princeton 
 12:39 p.m.
llopkinsville 
 .150 ern
Evansville 
 6:25 p.m.
1:28 p.m.
2..05 p.m.
3:oo p.m.
4:55 p.tn.
5:35 p.m.
9:15 p.m.
No. 104
9:15
8:50
t000
t1:58
9:15
12:35
1 43
148
3:03
9;40
9:45
3:51
4:30
5:13
8:15
7:50
:55
p.m.
p.m
13.111.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m,
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
amt
•
No. 122
6:ooa.m.
7:emem.
7 :5oa.m.
9:29a-m.
to:353.m.
11 :3oa.m.
12:55p.ra.
4:55P-m-
4:5513.1n-
ST.
(North Bound.)
No, 306.
Ier. Paducah.... ra:eop.m.
Aso Carbondale.. :25p.M.
At. Chicago 
 5 loa.m.
Ar. St. Louis  8:05p.m.
LCUIS
No. 374-
4:20P -IX
8 :4010-M.
8:ota.m.
7oaa.m.
DIVISION. ' • t
I "(Stffdi WAWA)
No. 305. No. 375.
Le. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m. 9:40p.m.
Lv. Chicago.... 2 :soam. 6:acrp.m.
Li. Carbondale. I I :4oaan. 7:05a.m.
AT. Paducah.... 3 :35p.m. I/ :ooa.rn.
(North
tot-8o1
Lv. Hopkinsrille It oioam.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m.
AT. Paducah.... 4:13p.m.
Lv. Paducah.... 7 Xlmap.M.
Ar. Cairo 
 8 35P•m•
Ar, St. Louis 
 
7:08a.m.
nr. Chicago 
 
8 eeasn.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
Round.) (South Bound)
e22 6.:g2 136-836
9:45a.m.
2-155.m.
135-835
6 .4on•rn• Lv.
7:45nm. no
9:25a.11LLv.
9:305.m.Ar.
11 :toa m.ne„
5:cop in.Ar.
9:30p.tre Ar,
Chicago.... 6:20p.m.
St. Louis . • 9'40P•rn-
Cairo • . . . 6 :qoa. m. 6 :aop.m.
Paducah.... 7 :4aan. 8 op.m.
Paducab . . . . 7 :5oaom. 3,45P-m-
Piiriceton 9:29arn. 9 :50p.nt.
Hopkinsvifle 
 
In :oop.m.
Trains marked thui (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rundaily. Trains 103 arid toa carry through sleepers , between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louisville,
inewiphis and New Orleans Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
St. Louis. For farther information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisvitk, Ky.
JOHN. A. scum-, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago,
C. C. WCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis. Mo.
_
Al
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
llintaeribe for 'Inn Register.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFiaERED TO THE 1U13LIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WAM CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SIPALL nInni OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS Allst SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY z1/2c PER SINGLE ROI L,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, zoo isc, aoc
AND UP TO too PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT' THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGKAINA
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVesollOs.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRING2D BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECIS aN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ,.ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL 'iREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
..tneosta_ —
Umler4akerc- "nd Ern"irners.
11,30 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. k
MAIM, hIN6[11 & CO
AMOR
Subscribe for The Register
ci
•
Wr"
•
Rubin Gloves
'I- 'AS ESSENTIAL AS THE
BROOM IN HOUSEWORK.
A PERFECT PROTECTION
*OR THE HANDS.
•-• PRICES Stoo TO $2.00.
WE GUARANTEE THEM.
MTHURSONS
DRUG STORE. 
It Thursday Morning, Nov. 9, nos.
LOCAL4NEWS
Ii ff
.—Cloudy -wea tirde,,1104 - no change
in temperature, is, elre'veditkion for
today.
—Annice Carroll was resting well
yesterday at her home in O'Bryan's
addition, near the Union depot, but
was stilt gut., silk. The day before
she took aia4hncs It extract of flux
......„yornitca..,iu_trying to commit suicide,
%tit as saved by the attending physi-
elan. This is her second fruitless at-
-tempt. She is employed at the knit-
ting min, and is a daughter of Widow
She has been married, but
nilliatIed from her husband, and says
-desiiebncleacy caused the act.
'—The coal house behind J. R.•
Suarh's borne , on Bernheim avenue
took fire- yesterday morniog ,and
*tinted.
—Last eight; at Mayfieildni First
2ristian church there were marriedAniiit Whitternor'n of that city,
and MW. Herbert Bettee, of Birminen
lam, Ala., in presence of many
fiends. The bride is a niece of Mrs.
. Jacob Weil, of this city, and also Mr.
Clem Whittemore. The couple went
to Pirtningham to reside
—Member Sydney Gilbert, of the
Tenth and Clay street fire department
lions*, is stiliering ltrotni a painfully
inflamed eye, catised by hot plaster
fallIng into same night before last
Georp,e Thcynmson fire.
A FIRST CLASS NUISANCE
Plowing Water Over Sidewalk in the
Heart of the City.
For months past a steady stream
of water has flowed over the sidewalk
in front of the old Terrell stable on
North Fifth street adjoining the cos-
torn house. It is a veritable nui-
sance to the pedestrians who use that
incyroughfare and now that the debris
ft, m the oldlauilding also covers the
f.idewanc, it is time for the city au-
(Lorities to at once have it abated,
and stop further corns:plaint.
MEDICAL MEN.
Medical ilnelety Met Last Night with
Dr. Brothers.
Last evening at the meeting of th
County Mledieal society with Dr. C.
Brothers.„ pi South Fourth stteet,
give Irost-errIne gathering read a pa-
per on "Entero-colitis,” which is in-
gemination of the bowels. The at-
tepdance was quite a large one at the
eareting and the doctots spent sev-
eral hours discussing different pro-
fessional questions.' "
MENAGERIE FEED BY WRECK
'Texas Rural Districts in Panic Over
4. Citcns Accident.k b.
. Itoustou, Teins-inov. ft.--gelf,fiell
Brotherpcpircgs train- wag- • wrecked
Terriple. Tex., and nearly all the ani-
li iescaped to the -woods. Some-ne akin to a:panic prevails in thes
rual districts. The wreck was caused
the train breaking in two and run-
together.
Chosnutbsmann Show.
runson. the flbrists, will give their
chrysanthemsuis show Thins-
ftan*- Friday and $aturday of this
vieek. at their city store nnderneath
the Palmer. Everybody invited.
John R. Thema', who several years
since resided in Metropolis. Ill., and
represented thf Cairo district in con-
gress for two or more terms, was
Toesiday re-elected to congress as the
firts delegate from the Indian terri-
tory, in which he reqides.
Thr pine is a native of America.
ABOUT PEOPLE
Hon. John K. Hendrick returned
yesterday morning from Smithland,
where the day before he 'went and
voted.
Miss Maggie Bitz, of Cincinnati, is
the guest of Mrs. Mary Chesterfield.
'Agent John Burch, of the Anted-
cu.: Express company, of Owensboro,
is 'live, the guest of Agent Lager-
oi the local office, while en
route to Memphis.
Lawyer Mike Oliver returned last
night from a trip to Benton, and goe'.
to Frankfort today.
Bishop W. W. Duncan, of Spart-
anburg, S. C., wait arrive here Sun-
day and preach at the Broadway
Methodist church. Next week he goes
to Mayfield to preside over the Mem-
phis conference of M. E. churches.'
Judge Wm. Marble yesterday re-
turned from Princeton.
/*elks. 'Charles J. Bronston, of Lex-
ington. Ky., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
George C. Wallace, of North Ninth.
Sheriff David Reeves, and Lawyer
John G. Lovett were here yesterday
from lientcm.
Miss Beulah Metzger has returned
from visiting in Greenville, Ky.-
Dr. J. T. Reddick has gone to at-
tend the Ohio Valley Medical
Mrs. A. J. Decker yesterday left
for a visit in Columbus, Ohio.
Mr. Wilfians Little yesterday went
to Horse Branch, Ky., on business.
Miss Catherine Rose, of Mlurray,
has arrived here to live with her un-
cle, Mr. K. C. Rose.
Operator W. F. Cobh of the West-
ern Union telegraph office, has re-
turned. firofi visiting at jjackson,
Secretary D. W. Coons, of the
Commercial club yesterday went to
Chattanooga. Tenn.. to aorta the
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
Mite Society of First Baptist Church
to Remember the Natal Day.
'The thirty-third anniversary of the
Mite society of the First Baptist
church will be celebrated in the base-
ment of the church, on Thursday
evening at 7:30 o'clock, at which
time refreshments will be served and
a free-will offering taken. The fol-
lowing prcgramme will be rendered:
Miss Fannie Coleman—Vocal Solo.
Gertrude Lukens—Reading.
Will V. Greene—Baritone Solo.
Grace Lassiter—Reading.
Miss Ethel Callissi—Vocal Solo .
Mesdames Stewart and Rash—
Vocal Duet.
Mrs. Dr. H. H. Duky--Reading.
John Frank Cheek—Cass Solo.
NIrs. David Flournoy—Solo.
Allie D. Foster—Reading.
Robert Chastaine--"Tenor
Mrs. Lelia Lewis—Solo.
Flossie Craig—Vocal Wu.
"What Women Will Ds."
Pentair WANTS
LOST—Plain blue plume. Return
to ifiss Zula Cobb's millinery store
and be rewarded.
Lost—Small brown rat terrier;
smooth coat, sharp ears; called
13-rowniie. Return to Paducah Brew's-
ery Co. and get reward.
For Rent—Store 'house acne occu-
pied by nonce Installment company,'
Nos. 521-123 North Fourth street. Ap-
ply. to -Thompson-Wilson Co.
FOR RENT—Tbree unfurnished
rooms for light housekeeping, at 438
South Sixth.
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
cent each. Old 'phone 906-red.
FOR SALE—On Noith Sixth and
130Yd, one • and one $,room house.
Inquire zot8 Trimble greet.
FOR REICIP—Furnished room
within three bibeics of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR SALL—Wagon, horse and
harness, all in good shape. Apply to
719 S. itth.
Money in. Timber Lands.
Fortunes have been made and can
easily be clack today by buying Ar-
kansas rich river bottom lands, heav-
ily covered with timber, at a nominal
price, holding the land for a few years
and then selli4 the timber at twice
the price the land and timber both
cost and then have the land cleared
and sell it for five times the original
purchase price and sometimes ten
times the cost. We have a proposal-mogranon and quarantine convention.
, The season's record ot This attrac- tion of this kind in 1,600 acres of
I tion intakes it worthy the attention of land in Arkansos at only $3.50 per
tithe theater-going public. The prices!
are as usual.
BODY SHIPPED.
The Remains of E. B. Linder Taken
to Chicago Last Night.
Last evening at 7 o'clock there was.
shipped to Chicago the remains of the
ipte Mr. E. B. Linder,,,who died at die
minaret 'hospital here from a broken
back, hurt by falling from the Illinois
Ce4rral"15 tidge at West Point, near
I2tenrie. The relatives of the dead
y wired to forward the
body wh;ch will be buried there.
Died of Congestion.
Yesterday afternoon at the Certie-
tery seven wiles from Mayfield was
buried the remains‘ of Mrs. Mary
Dill, who died 'here in this city on
Meyers street Tuesday, of congestion
ol the brain. The remains were tak-
en overland. The deceased was 37
years of age and wife of Mr. Dill,
wso works at one of the Mechanics.
burg mills.
REVIVALS CONTINUE.
Protracted Meeting Effecting Good
at Second Baptist.
---
Tbeprotracted meeting at the Sm-
oot, Baptist church on Ninth and
so Ftreets, continues with increased
Ilhabated interest and attendance.
Last night there was one conversion,
while a very good sermon was de-
iorered by Rev. Roney on the sub-ject of "The Parable of the Hidden
Treaeure."
• The meetings continue each after-
noon at 2.30 o'cipck and every night
at 7:30 o'clock.
S.
BOWLING MATCH.•
This eireniag at the Brunswick Bil-
liard and Bowling parlors on Broad-
way near Fifth street, R. F. Craig,
the proprietor, will play three games
with Mr. L. D. ASsrshall, ex-member
of 
- the chatnrion attar
team- ofr,icago. who is now in the
city. Total number of pins count.
and everybody invited free of clruge.
-a
YOUNG LADIES
SUFFOCATED NW FIRE
Lowell, Ind., Nov. 8.—Miss Mabel
Simpson, aged 20, and her sister, Miss
Abbie Simpson, aged 22, were suffo-
cated early Tuesday. The loonier
was night operator at -the telephone
exchange, and iher sister was spend-
ing the night with her. Fire broke
out in a drug store under the ex-
change. When the firemen suctceed-
ed in breaking in the door both girls
were dead. They had been overcome
by gases.
Fossil pigs the size of sows have
been found, in Oregon.
Parsley was first known in Sardinis.
The coming attraction at TheKen-
tucky.on Tuesday night will be Hol-
den Bros.' big scenic sensation,
"'What Wlonven Will Do," a new sen-
sational melodrama front the pen of
the well known author, Harry Jack-
son. The play deals with a keen
story of life and adventure, and it is
said that the audience is kept in a
hair-raising stage of excitement from
the rise of the curtain to its fall.
Some of the very remarkable scenic
surprises are, the storm at Sea, evert],
life-size boat turned up-side down in
full sight of the audience, a wonder-
ftd leap for life into the boiling sea,
a struggle for life or death on the
rocky abyss, a very clever and inter-
esting life boat and many other won-
derful and novel effects. The play
not only deals with every day. life,
but gives scope for some clean and
clever cornedy which is bound to keep
an audience in a state of merriment.
Chrysanthemum Show.
Brunson, the florists, will give their
annual chrysanthetrrtun show Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday of this
week, at their city store underneath
the Palmer. Everybody invited.
Lumber Buyers.
We desire to notify the buying pub-
lic that Sunday morning's fire 'Minot
interfere in any manner with our or-
ders antich we can fill constantly, on
account of the large stock we have
on hand.
LANGSTAFF-ORMI MFG.,
•, • no-
Lost—Pearl rosary with silver
chain; initials H. O. W. Return to
Pittsburg Coat company and be re-
warded. - • ',on
'
TAKEN UP—Two bay mow have
been oaken up by Jack Armstrong.
of the INandville Road. They are ts
hands high. Owner call and get
them.
• •
HANGED FOR BRUTAL CRIME.
Finley Preston, Colored, Pays Penal-
ty for Killing a Negress.
Bristol. Tenn, Niov.
Preston, a mulatto, aged 27, was bang
rd at Mountain City, Tenn., Tuesday
for the murder, eighteen months ago,
of Lilliau Shaw, a young mulatto wo-
n-en. The drop felt at it:4o a. m.
and he was pronounced dead tweety.
minutes later.
Preston's crime was perhaps the
most brutal one in the history of East
Tennessee. After murdering the rico
rnan, be cat her tvidy into four pieces
tind, carrying the parts into the !noun
tam, pieced them under a log heap
and endeavored tip burn them to bide
the crime. It was ten dans after the
strange disappearance of the woman
before her charred remains were
found.
Cot. Dew M. Wisdom, formerly
editor of the Jackson (Tenn.) Tri-
bune. died recently in Mttscogee, I.
T. He vvas an ex-Confederate sol-
dier.
A correspondent in the Far East
writes: Although the Russian prison-
ers at Nagoya, Japan, are not allowed
to have intoxicants, a number of them
got very drunk recently, to the sur-
prise of the Japanese. The latter
wondered where the Russians got
sheir liquor, investigated and at last
discovered a beer brewery in the Ruts.
sion compound. With flour, hops and
crushed potatoes the Russians had
succeeded in making very effective
beer. The brewery was dismarat'ed "
acre. One-third cash, balance i and 2
years, at 6 per cent. This land when
clear will rent for $not) per acre per
year. Full particulars on request.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE REAL
ESTATE Acifilic Y.
Fraternity building. Beift. Phones 8js.
, Galvanized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or fiallitropf or over
old atingle% requires no coating or
paint Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
s-en Horse Blankets are the hest
Sold by Powell-Rogers Co.
We have e'ns to sell—yon want
'em—S-A Fiesta Robes, $2.5o to Sm.
Powell
-Rogers Co.
THE RIVERS
N'esterday..afteraoon there departed
for . ere Tepee-wee river the steamer
Clyde. She gets back next Monday
night.
This morning at 8 o'clock there gets
out for Cairo the steamer Dick Fow-
ler. She returns tonight about it
o'clock.
The Bob Dudley leaves Nashville
tomorrow for this city and gets here
Sunday.
This afternoon the City of Saltine
leaves Sit. Louis and reaches here to-
morrow nigh* ern-mite to the Tennes-
see river.
The steamer Kentucky comes oat
of the Tennessee river tonight and
lays here until Saturday afternoon
here getting out on her return to
that city.
The. Henry Harley was yesterday's
packet in the Ervanrevitle trade.
Today the Warreno comes in from
Ever:swine and get, °tit immediately
on tier return that way.
The City of Savannah is doe to-
night from the Tenneeree river en
route to St. Louis
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 18.8.
Chattanooga, I 6.
-Evansville, 9.o.
Florence, o.6.
Johnsonville, 2.2
Louisville, 5.0.
Mk. Cannel, (sR.
Nashville, 5.0."
Pittsburg, 6.6.
St. Louis, 14.2.
Mt. Vernon, 96.,
Paducah, 8.8. fol.
Of every hundred persons who die
in Ireland fifteen are victims of tuber-
culoue disease.
OFFICE
126 Broadway
Pittsburg Coal
BOTH TELEPHONES NO. 3
JAS. .1. O'DONNELL,
Manager.
I Pittsburg
 Coal
 
Co. 
Oar Sheet Music Sole
Continues Until November 1 1 th.
YOU CERTAINLY MISS THE CHANCE OF THE YEAR TO
BUY THE LATE SONGS AND INSTRUMENTAL HITS AT BAR--
GAIN PRICES UNLESS: YOU COME TO US THIS NEXT WEEK.
ALL THE LATE COPYRIGHT NOVELS AT CUT PRICES
FINE STATIONERY BY TH'E BOX OR POUND AT CUT
PRICES.
OUR MAGAZINE CLUE IS GROWING. GET IN ON THZ
GROUND FLOOR AND SAVE MONEY.
IA OUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT.
USE KEVIL'S
Hristocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
- 1E1!
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phew*: OBIce 38.5-4teab4esee 16911.
• the Buffet
/07 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
,
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for as cents.
Fancy B. P. Rocks.
To make room for our stock the
coming winter we will sell until De-
cember tat, choice stock for Stleaah
or 105. for six—Either pullets or fcoek-
°refs. Mrs. W. L. Kenteedy, Loin,
•4111.111NIMMIP••••• WV/a 1•1.• 
•
Ky.
r. Lillard D. Sanders has remov-
ed his office from the,, Zeruelleart
building to his residence, '315 South
Sixth street, opposite coed home.
-ffEEFIRMIPFULL LINE SASH, DOOR.SMINEIFLOORINGUANDINALLIIOTHER BUILDING MATERIAL
Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.-
IN(30R.PORATILD.
Both 'Phones-4295. Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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